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OCEAN VIEW

Ballroom
Reopening

SHELDON’S BUS OR TAXI

SAT. NITE
with

Will be at the Corner of Park and Main Streets, Rockland, to

make hourly trips to UNION FAIR, SEPT. 27-29. Round trip, »1.W.
a

ERNIE
GEORGE
and his
MUSIC
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UNION FAIR

Watch, Clock and Jewelry
Repairing
Optical Repairs and Supplies

J. C. MOODY, Union, Me

SEPT. 27-28-29
HORSE RACING

PARI-MUTUEL BETTING

HORSE AND OXEN PULLING DAILY
NIGHT SHOWS

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

116*lt

NEW LOCATION

SAYW ARD’S
AUTO SERVICE
Flye’s Garage
221 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE
STORAGE
TEL. 585
17 HOUR SERVICE

FIREWORKS

A REAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW

116*117

: : RACING PROGRAM : :

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27
2.13 Pace
2.17 Trot
2.22 Trot and Pace
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
2.17 Pace
2.20 Trot
2.24 Trot and Pace

TURKEY SHOOT
LOTHROP’S FARM
SUNDAY, OCT. 2
One Mile Above Mirror Lake

Rifles Above .23 Calibre
Shot Guns
No Telescopes or Target Sights

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
2.14 Trot
2.20 Pace
Free For AH Trot and Pace

Sponsored by Eastern Division
Rifle Club

115-116

Volume 93

J

Number I 16.

DISASTER RELIEF FUND

When This Paper Reaches Its Readers the Some Interesting Things Revealed By Holiday Knox County’s Quota In Red Cross Drive Is
Trip “Over On the Jersey Side”
Wheels Will Be In Motion
$375—Send Funds To Courier-Gazette

Back To Normal

llo-lto

HOME OF THE STORM KING

AND NOWJFOR UNION FAIR

The Rockland League of Women
Voters, held a meeting of intense in
NEWSPAPER HI8TORT
The Rockland Qarette »a» estab terest. yesterday afternoon at the
Visitors to the Union fair grounds
lished ln 1846
In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with home of Mrs. Horatio Cowan, Tal
Sunday and yesterday were left
♦he Oazet’e ln 1882
The Free Press
was established ln 1855 and tn 1891 bot avenue. The guest speaker was
ln no doubt as to the high caliber
changed Its name to the Tribune
These papera consolidated March 17. Mrs. Anne Hartwell Johnstone of
of the show which Is to be given
j/t
Washington. D. C., program secre
tary of the National League of there today, Wednesday and Thurs
k*
S. «■
day.
Women
Voters.
•
♦
Forbear to judge, for we arc
Mrs. Johnstone has made a
Over the radio a few years ago
— sinners all.—Shakespeare
•»
thorough study of her subject, and one heard with much frequency
being a brilliant speaker, easily held the song called “Horses, Horses,
the rapt attention of a large audi Horses," and that's certainly the
ence throughout her lecture.
situation at Union where there are
Her topic, based on “Foreign said to be 112 of the fleet-footed
All Central Maine Custom Policy," held a wealth of informa canines awaiting the word to go.
ers Will Have Service To tion. being set forth in a simple, The race program will be given
yet forceful manner. The speaker each afternoon, starting shortly af
morrow, Williams Says
said in part, “Women voters be ter 12 o'clock and continuing with
With the exception of a few scat came interested In foreign matters, from nine to 12 dashes each day.
tered and more remote locations, at the end of the World War, in Because of the fact that Union is
electric service had been restored to the hope that the women of this the only fair in Maine next week
(practically all customers. O. S country, might help bring about an the best horses on the Maine circuit
Williams, vice president and gen understanding of the methods by will be concentrated there, and
eral manager of Central Maine which disputes could be settled many fast horses will match their
Power Company, stated today. He peaceably. Recognizing that there speed in the same race for the first
expected that by Wednesday all will always be disputes, we are time this season.
customers would again have com working with the women of other The fair takes particular pride in
nations to this end.
Its exhibition hall, where farm pro
plete electric service.
The preseint situation and front duce, individual farm exhibits,
Mr. Williams said that the com
pany's first thought was of public page news in Europe, analyze the Grange displays. 4-H Club showings,
safety and that where there was state of affairs, and there is very and the needlecraft and household
any question of this, power was im little we can do. but carry on in goods departments have built up a
large following.
mediately shut off. This was re an attempt to do our part.
The United States cannot co-op- ■ At the night shows Tuesday and
sponsible in a great measure for the
central area of Maine coming out of erate peacefully with the world, but Wednesday evenings, vaudeville,
the windstorm with no fatalities, as can be prepared as a nation, to join fireworks, band concerts and mid
far as known not a single death or ln a peaceful settlement, when the, way features will entertain thou
accident being attributed to fallen rest of the world Is prepared to do sands.
As a special feature of the racing
so.
wires.
program
this year. 12-year-old Bar
International
co-operation,
in
or

The greatest severity was felt in
the western area, especially in the ganizations of the different diver bara Hutchins daughter of Mr. and
territory formerly served by the sions. develops a knowledge of the Mrs. Raymond E. Thurston of Un
ion and Augusta, will act as mar
Western IMaine Power Company, little things, which form the ma-1
shal for the “Big Day" program
thousands of heavy limbs falling chinery of this country, and
Wednesday.
across power lines. Here the wind bring about a solution of the day
There will also be an exhibition
by
day
happenings,
which
make
the
storm raised havoc with distribution
of
riding with 10 horses from the
lines, as well as taking out the back page news.
Hillcrest Riding School of Rockland.
It
is
a
question
of
keeping
our
main transmission line feeding
The grounds have been put in
through from Norway. The towns National house in order, a peacefirst
class shape, and as a new featln this western section, Bridgton. t>egins-at-home idea. We are keen
ture, flood lights have been Installed
ly
interested
In
problems
of
war
,
Limerick. Fryeburg. Lowell. Norway,
for use at the night shows.
and Bethel suffered most of any in and peace, and in promoting clear
Three classes of racing have been
vision
in
our
relations
with
other
Maine from the storm. The eastern
lined
up for each day. but with a
area which includes Rockland. countries, not in an idealistic sense, record number of horses on the
Camden. Belfast. Boothbay Harbor, but in a practical sense."
grounds it may be necessary to run
etc., was hard hit. The northern j Tea was served. Mrs. C. F. Snow 1
extra
classified or free-for-all races.
territory was generally much better and Mrs. F.ussell Bartlett poured j Robert McKinley, race secretary,
Those
assisting
in
serving
were
Mrs.
off. North of Skowhegan there was
said he hoped to give every horse
little damage. In Augusta, Gardi-j Rupert Stratton. Mrs. John G. Snow in the stables a chance to race.
ner and Lewiston It also was more Mrs. Jerome Burrows. Mrs. Harold
The race card for today has a
Leach. Mrs. Robert Jewell and Mrs.
severe than in the northern area.
2.13 Pace, a 2.17 Trot and a 2.22
Every regular employe, as well as Keryn Rice.
Trot and Pace; for Wednesday a
many extras, were rushed Into serv-1 Members of the executive com 2.17 Pace, a 250 Trot and a 254 Trot
ice. Crews were pulled in from Em mittee include: President, Mrs. Ho and Pace; and for Thursday a Freeden, Pittsfield, Dover-Foxcroft. , ratio Cowan, vice president. Mrs. C. for-All Trot and Pace, a 2.14 Trot
Rockland and sent to assist in re F. Snow, finance; Miss Charlotte and a 2.20 Pace. Glenn Rublee of
pairing damages. Night and day. Buffum, publicity Mrs. Harold Rutland, Vt., will be the official
Including Sunday, repairs have been Leach, news letters,publication, Mrs. starter.
going on. as rapidly as possible Cleveland Sleeper. Jr., telephone
The pulling contests, both draft
many of these men working forty Mrs. Joseph Emery, scrapbook, Mrs. horses and oxen, are attracting
hours straight before getting any ( Carl Sonntag, hospitality, Mrs. J. more and more people each year at
M. Pomeroy. The following study Union. The fact that all class pull
sleep whatever.
Mr. Williams stated that the group chairmen were appointed. ing at Union is open to teams from
splendid co-operation of State and “Government and Its Operations." three counties—Knox, Lincoln and
municipal authorities was a valu Mrs. Fred Trecartin; “Government Waldo, and with the sweepstakes
able assistance in a great many in and Education." Mrs. Keryn Rice; open to any team in the State,
stances in clearing up the power “Government and Child Welfare," promises a generous list of contest
situation. He also expressed his Mrs. Frederick Bird; “Government ants in all events. This event has
company's deep appreciation to cus and Economics Welfare," Mrs Lawtomers for their patience and tol renoe Miller; "Government and
erance ln this electrical interruption Foreign Policy," Mrs. Arthur Orne;
caused by the most severe wind "Government and Legal Status of
Women" Mrs. Donald Puller.
storm ever to visit this section.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable

THREE CENTS A COPY

Tuesday
Issue
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(By The Roving Reporter—Third Installment)

proved so popular at Union that a
new grandstand at the pulling ring
has been erected this year.
Officers of Union Fair are: Clar
ence Leonard, president; Carl W.
Mitchell vice president, and in
charge of grounds; H. L. Grinnell,
secretary; J. H. Williams, treasurer;
trustees—R. M. McKinley (race sec
retary). R. R Hall, Albert Sherman,
Charles Vanner. J. D. Pease, super
intendent of halls. Lester H. Mer
rill; assistant, Mrs. Addie Mitchell; i
superintendent of pulling contests,
Charles H. Vanner; superintendent
of cattle, Albert Sherman; superin
tendent of poultry department, J.
O. Pease.
The entry order for today’s races
follows:
First, Fourth, Seventh
2.22 Trot and Pace

Ruby Ann. Butler,
1 1
Twilight Dale, Courchesne, 2 4
Kellamy, McKinney,
3 5
Josedale Gold, Roullard,
4 8
The Great Peter Reed
5 6
Frank E., Gilman,
6 7
Direct L„ O'Brien,
7 9
Phylisdale, Jordan.
8 3
Sunfire, Fitzgerald.
9 2
Ak-Sar-Ben, Patterson,
10 10
Second, Fifth, Eighth
2.17 Trot

Jean, the Great. Crossman.
Perry Hanover. Oliver.
Alice Oakwood, Brisbin.
Cynara, Jordan.
Deck Volo, Clukey,
Bellona, Sargent,
Calumet Bassett,

Greater New York known as The
Bronx—the home of apartment
houses, traffic lights and cheers.
We Joined the endless line of mo
tor vehicles, moved about 20 feet
and then came to a dead stop. This I
process was repeated at regular in
tervals for what seemed to be about
15 miles until residential section
gradually thinned. The apartment
houses in The Bronx averaged
10 stories In height, as nearly as I
The Bear Mountain Bridge which could judge, packed in as closely as
I described in Saturdays issue is a sardines In a can—providing there
toll bridge about twice as expensive were any herring to make sardines.
to cross as the Car.ton Biidge
Frozen Custard
which spans the Kennebec, but the
On through New Rochelle. Larch
privilege is worth any price in rea
mont and Port Chester marveling
son, when you consider the pictur
at the insistence golf players were
esque 15-mlle approach.
showing despite the steady down
The Storm King Highway spreads pour. The roads were rapidly fill
northerly alter you have crossed ing with dampened leaves and the
the Bear Mountain Biidge and necessity for less speed and more
evokes constant exclamations of caution was being impressed upon
wonder, to say nothing of thrills, as the thinking motorist.
the tourist gazes far down into
Back in the Nutmeg State, ever
space. The name, itself, is full of scanning wayside signs, we saw fre
romance; and the scene is one that quent reference to “frozen custard."
cannot fail to inspire awe upon the We were like the persons Mark
10 part of any person who sees and
Twain wrote about in one of his
breathes nature.
most famous novels, so we investi
In Rocklaeid County

1
2
3
4
5

As a matter of local interest ii'
should be stated that the tourist j
finds himself in Rockland County
after crossing the Bear Mountain
Bridge. How those local names do .
obtrude! I have spent my life in
Rockland. Me.. I have twice visited
Rockland. Ontario; and I have
sensed the attractions of Rockland
County. New’ York, but strangely
enough I have never been in Rock- j
land. Mass., though within a bis- ,
cult’s toss of it. Thomaston I
have found in the States of
Maine and Connecticut and Prov
ince of New Brunswick. I visited '
another Rockport in Massachusetts,
and so It goes.

6

7

Third, Sixth, Ninth

2.13 Pace
Star Volo, Gilman, .......... Ill
Lady Locket, Richardson,.... 2 2 3
Dolly Azoff. Barnett,
3 4 4
Walter Brown, Etter,
4 3 2
Harry Van Robbins,
5 5 5
Union Pair has more horses than
it can care for and wishes to notify
all owners who have not already
shipped not to do so unless they are
willing to take their horses to Knox
Trotting Park. Every stall, the new
Beware of Boulders
bam, a big tent with 50 stalls in
Rocky
cliffs rise on the right side
it, is full. There are actually 133
head of horses stabled in and of the highway, as we begin our
around the Pair Grounds. This is southward journey into New Jersey
more than Union has ever had at —precipitous cliffs from which the
earth has not yet disgorged massive
any one time.
♦
A peculiar thing regarding en-' boulders. The tourist is warned
tries is that these horses seem to by large signs to beware of falling j
be the aggregate of the betting rocks. He might, with this warn
public's favorites. There are many ' ing. avoid running Into them, but
stables in from Canada and the there could be no escape from a
Provinces, as well as practically sudden avalanche. We have in
all of the Aroostook County horses. Knox County a highway which of
One of the outstanding features fers the same kind of a menace,
to be tried for the first time in the though on perhaps a smaller scale.
State of Maine will be an “Owner
Local names are again called to
Driven" handicap,
with these mind as we pass Rockland Lake and
starters:
enter New Jersey through Bergen
Patsy Hanover driven by Mr County. This was at 130 Saturday
Brisbin at the wire.
afternoon, Sept. 17—Constitution
Roslindale driven by Frank Butler Day. as we were subsequently re
20 foot handicap.
minded by souvenir vendors.
Calumet Dime with owner long
In Mrs. Morrow’s Town
Shot Danny Gilman, 40 foot hand!-!
You may accuse me of persiflage
cap.
Zombro Hanover driven by our when I say that we were met by a
smiling Mr. Giggey, 50 foot handi reception committee in the form cf
a Jersey mosquito. First mosquito
cap.
Peter Dale with the jovial good j we had seen on the trip—a friendly
fellow Vic Holdaway, 70 foot handi and harmless customer on the
cap.
whole, and having none of the ex
Harkaway with none other than j aggerated size which is usually at
George Reed in the pilot seat, 90 tributed to the New Jersey breed.
foot handicap.
We passed through Tenafly
The winner of each dash will be Borough and saw C.C.C. boys hust
taxed 30 feet. Horses back of third ! ling back to some camp. Past
position finishing will be advanced i Englewood Cliffs to the town which
30 feet.
1 In recent years has won a place in
Union Fair Grounds while always j! history's pages as the home of the
a beautiful spot, is artistically deco- jI late Senator Dwight W. Morrow,
rated this year and the track shows who later became Ambassador to
the efforts of secretary McKinley Mexico, and the home of Anne Mor
to have it in its best possible con row who became the wife of the
dition.
world's best known man, Col.
Featured in the opening day today Charles A. Lindbergh. I do not
will be the 2.12 pace, the 2.17 trot need to tell any reader of The Cou
and the 2.22 trot and pace.
rier-Gazette that the Morrows have
been summer residents of North
; Haven for many years, and that
Col. Lindbergh and family also
For Quick Sale
spent several seasons.

THE
VANNAH PREMISES
36 Glen St., Rockland
for $1250 cash
Write Box 385, or Tel. 468
Rockland

The George Washington Bridge

j
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NOW IS THE TIME!
WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

S. E. EATON
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.

J
I
;

Back into New York State we
rode over that w’orld-famous struc
ture the George Washington bridge
—so massive, so marvelous, that
amateur pen has no business at
tempting to describe it.
In the busy traffic there was no
opportunity for obtaining statis
tics, and upon my return home I
have been unable to gain the de
sired Information. Through Miss
Lenore Benner, secretary of the
Chamber of Commerce. I learn that
the bridge was opened Oct. 24, 1931.
and that it has a channel span of
3500 feet, but what is the use of at
tempting a description of something
that could not possibly be visualized
without being seen.
And so we came Into that unit of

gated. although I now have a hazy
recollection of having “found out”
ln a Western Maine town several
years ago. Frozen custard is only
another word, or rather two other
words for ice cream.

Knox County Chapter. American
Red Cross, has swung Into line with
the rest of the nation in the drive
to raise funds to relieve the acute
distress existing ln our own New
England States as a result of
last Wednesday's hurricane. As the
following telegram states, Knox
County’s quota ls $375 and this
money is needed urgently, so make
your contribution today cither to
Mrs. Kenneth R. Spear, secretary,
to branch officials in the various
towns, or send or leave your con
tribution at The Courier-Gazette
office. All contributions will be
listed as received in the newspaper.
Appended is the telegram sent
from National Red Cross headquar
ters in Washington to Rev. Corwin
H. Olds, chairman of Knox County
Chapter.
Red Cross has taken charge relief
work for disaster sufferers through
out flood and hurricane stricken
areas in New England, and New York
State. Forty thousand men, women
and children completely dependent
on Red Cross for temporary food,
clothing, shelter and medical care.
Later those disaster victims unable

aid themselves will look to Red
Cross for repair and building of
their homes. In order carry out
this relief task Red Cross is appeal
ing to public for minimum relief
fund of five hundred thousand dol
lars. We are making contribution
of twenty-five thousand dollars from
national headquarters. Your Chap
ter quota is $375. Please urge peo
ple your community make prompt
and generous contributions. Suggest
you give immediate notification this
appeal to press, radio stations,
clergy. Chamber of Commerce and
other groups which can aid you in
reaching your quota speedily as pos
sible.

Contributions:

The Courier-Gazette ........... $10.JO
Brotherhood Bible Class of
First Baptist Church ........ 5.00
First Baptist Church of Rock
land ....................................... 105.00
Anonymous ............................ 2.00
Sarah J. Thomas ................... 1.00
Mr. Jameson ..........................
1.00
Union Branch ....................... 25.00

Total ................................... $149.00

UNDER THE NEW LIGHTS
Was Held the Ordination of Rev. J. Wesley

Stuart At Martinsville Church

Seeing Little of the Sound

Passing through Greenwich—that
For the second time in the 121 pared the hearts of all for the eve
town with a distinct individuality—
we found a church wedding In prog years' history of the Second South ning.
Rev. Charles A. Marstaller offered
ress, with many motor cars lined , St. George Baptist Church, which
Deacon
along both sides of the street and serves Martinsville and Glenmere. the invocation prayer.
gaping spectators similar to those that church has been the scene of Bachelder reported the findings of
the council, the Scriptures were read
you will see centuries hence.
an ordination.
by Rev. Willard Foote of Belfast.
You will note by this that we
In accordance with the Tegular Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of
have chosen to go home by the
shore route, along Long Island meeting of the church Aug. 24. an Rockland gave an inspiring mes
Sound. The weather was so thick ecclesiastical council of the Llncoii sage in the sermon of the occasion.
that we caught only occasionally Baptist Association was called for The ordaining prayer was offered by
Rev. Gscar W. Stuart, father of the
glimpses of the Sound itself, and Sept. 23 to consider the propriety of
candidate.
certainly there was nothing to hint setting apart to the work of the Gos
The charge to the candidate was
that along the entire shore section pel ministry J. Wesley Stuart.
brought by Rev. John W Hyssong
there was soon to come that tropi
The meeting was called to ord°r of Rockport. Rev. Chauncey J.
cal hurricane twisting up through by Deacon G. N. Bachelder, and
Stuart gave the charge to the
Connecticut. Rhode Island. Massa Rev. Charles A. Marstaller of Rock
church. Thc welcome into the Fel
chusetts. Vermont and New Hamp land was elected Moderator, and G
lowship was very well given by Rev.
shire until it should have wiped out N. Bachelder, clerk of the council.
George F. Bolster. The benediction
more than 600 lives, swept entire
In response to the roll call of the was by the candidate, Rev J. Wesley
shore communities into the sea. and churches 14 sent their pastors and Stuart.
caused property damage which will delegates. The following gues<$>
The large choir and the special
probably never be reckoned into ac were invited to sit in council: Rev music added greatly to the service
tual figures.
John S. Pendleton. State secretary The choir sang two selections. Mr,
of the United Baptist Convention and Mrs. Frank Wiley sang a duet,
Cherrystones on the Half Shell
of Maine; Rev. George F. Bolster of Mr.s. Evelyn Spencer sang a solo,
As I have said before our eyes Brewer. Rev. Gscar W. Stuart of
and Lester Spencer played thc
were affixed only upon the com Kennebunk Rev. Chauncey J Stu
violin.
monplace..
art of Bar Mills, and Walter G.
Thc church was glad to have such
For instance a sign which read Stuart of Rochester. N H.
an opportunity to welcome its
"Tiptoe Inn.” We were greatly In
After hearing the candidate’s pa friends to see thc new lights which
trigued by another sign in a way- per. and the questioning of the have been installed and which were
side inn which read “Cherrystones, candidate, the council voted to pro used for the first time on this oc
on the Half Shell." Again we be ceed with the ordination.
casion.
came Mark Twain characters and
About 200 gathered in the church
The men's quartet. James Cant,
had to inquire what that was all at 7 p. m. to enjoy the service. The Byron Davis. Frank Wiley and
about. And the three nice young medley of hymns by the piano and Granville Bachelder, added most
ladies in charge explained that the violin opened the service and pre pleasingly to the program.
cherrystones were a certain kind
of clam, which they served on the
The Winthrop iMass.i Review of
half shell. I had dined only an
last Saturday said; “An unique hon
hour or so before, but I could not
not resist the temptation so I tried Month of August Showed a or will be accorded to Rev. W J.
Day this Sunday. Sept. 25. in recog
a small order of “cherrystones on
Loss, But Still a Heavy
nition of his 25th anniversary in
the half shell." Well, you know
Traffic
there are lots of persons who eat
Winthrop In the morning at 10.45.
oysters on the half shell and make
he will be welcomed to St. Johns,
Bulletin 102. issued by the State
a great fist at looking wise and
Episcopal Church and in the evehappy about it. and I oan only dis of Maine Publicity Bureau has this
ning at 7.30. to the First Baptist
pose of an attitude like that by say to say about motor traffic:
!
Church
where he is pastor emeritus,
ing again that there's no accounting
As reported in our August bulletin,
preaching the same sermon at each
for tastes. I didn't have to try to
we had two Boy Scouts record all service, 'The Minister’s Ideal; In
look wise. I was wiser—but not
out-of-State cars passing our offle? speaking of these anniversary serv
happier.
building going east, week days, from ices. Mr. Harper said: 'Winthrop
An Insect Zoo
8 a. m. to 5 p. m. and that record is grateful that Mr. Day has spent
We passed a place called “Insect
25 years in our midst. For 24 years
for the month of August shows:
I have worked with him, and while
zoo and Nature Center." I don't
1937 1938
grateful for his friendship. I am
know what sore of inmates it had—
still more grateful for his counsel
but I do know that my back yard 52,756 49.256 United States cars
garden this summer probably con 4,078 4.289 Cars from Canadian as a minister and a man. A com
Provinces, a slight gain munity's gratitude will be expressed
tained more insects.
20
15 Cars from foreign this Sunday; ’’
Fresh eggs were commanding the
countries
prices which had so generally pre
Every
State
in
the
Union was revailed since we started our trip—
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
corded
45 cents.
There werc 137 trailers showing
If I had my life to live again I would
Tlie afternoon was waning as we
have made a rule to read some poetry
reached Bridgeport, Conn, and the that this class of travel has very and listen to some music at leaat
once a week The loss of these taster
weather conditions were not tend slight effect on hotel, camp or tour ls a loss of happiness —Charles Darwlo
ist home business.
ing toward the safety of the mo
For the Labor Day weekend, we
BLESSING ON A NEW ROOM
torist.
recorded for Saturday, Sunday and Touch the lintel and touch the wall.
Two Cars In One Place
Monday, out-of-State cars passing Nothing but blessing here befall!
the candle that stands by Itself.
I must have dropped off into a our office going south, or in other Bless
Bless the books on the mantel>ehelf.
words
returning
from
vacations,
doze, from which I suddenly awoke
Bless the hearth and the light It sheefe.
with the subconscious feeling that which shows a total of 9614 cars this Bless the pillow for tired heads.
year
as
compared
with
8845
last
all was not well. And it didn’t take
Those that tarry here, let them know
long for me to see why all was not year. Thirty-four States weie re A three-fold blessing before they go;
corded.
.
well. Grassing the road directly
Sleep for weariness, peace for sorrow,
The Rockland Courier Gazette | Faith ln yesterday and tomorrow.
in front of us was another car. Ed
Gonia made a desperate attempt to wrote us that this year their sub Those who go from here, let them bear
The blessing of hope, wherever they
avert a collision, but his car struck scribers cleaned up its list of outfare.
of-State
cars,
recording
every
State
amidships, and the two vehicles
Lintel
sill and wall.
in the Union, by June 28, the last to Nothingandhutwindows,
good this place befall!
Nancy
Byrd Turner
he
recorded
being
from
Idaho
(Continued on Page Eight)

Out Of State Cars

The Courier-Gazette
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Whatsoever thy hand findeth to
do, do it with thy might. Ecc. 9: 10.

Want To Preside
Candidates For Presidency
Of the Senate and Speak
ership of the House

Every-OtKer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 27, 1938

r Page Two

CONFERENCE HERE TOMORROW

Skinned Hallowell
Team Which Had Audacity
To Beat Us Last Year,
Gets Trouncing
The Rockland High School orange
and black squad won its second vic
tory Saturday when it overwelmed
Hallowell High School with the im
pressive total of 33 to 6, at Com
munity Park.
Headed by the star ball-carrier.
Billings, a fast-improving Rockland
team showed its fans some excellent
bits of football playing. Perhaps
most noticeable in this game was
the blocking and tackling on Rock- ;

The candidates for office of presi
dent of the Senate are Sanger N.
Cook of Pittsfield, Sumner Sewall
of Bath, and Arthur G. Spear of
Portland. Before the primary elec
tions were held Mr. Cook informed
hls friends that he had secured
enough pledges to give him the land's part. With Mazzeo. McConpresidency. The other two candi- , chie. Perry and Horeyseck forming
dates questioned this somewhat, substantial frontage for the ball
not doubting that Mr. Cook was sin- ; carriers Billings, Glover and Duff
cere in making the statement, but wh0 macje some surprisingly long
that he took too much for granted , runs
Senator Cook has a plurality of the
One touchdown drew special at- j
senators pledged to him but it is tention when Billings broke away
claimed by his opponents that he , jn
second period on a 40-yard
hasn't the thing tied up.
spree to the goal line. The other
A new phase of the contest de-1 fOur were ma(je wjth short distance
veloped last week when it was runs and powerhouse drives,
learned that Senator H. C. Marden [ The Hallowell touchdown was
of Waterville had been sending out rather unexpected on the part of
letters by inquiring of the senators- Rockland as the opposing team
elect how they stood respecting the punecj what might be caJled a
presidency. It is not understood “sucker play." With a half back
that Senator Marden is proposing standing way over to the side, unhimself as a candidate for the pres:-1 noticed by Rockland, the ball was
dency. but it might readily drift into zipped to the fullback, passed to
that if the senator should flnd that me half back and over he went in
there was a disposition to com- a five-yard run.
promise.
1 The outstanding player for HalloDonald W. Philbrick, who ls a can-I well was Graves who covered most
didate for speakership, returned this ground. and who was injured in
week from a trip down east where the last half of the game.
he interviewed most of the memRockland is scheduled to play
bers-elect. Mr. Philbrick makes no Winslow here next Saturday—and
claim that he has the speakership it promises a good game. Winslow
buttoned up but it seems to be the js coach Don Matheson's home
general impression with those with town, and he hopes very much to
whom I have talked that he has the win. Winslow has a fine passing
thing all settled.
team and are out for Rockland's
If as it looks now the House speak- £caip
Winslow defeated Wilson
ership and the Senate presidency ar» Academy Saturday 14 to 7. No one
settled before the Legislature con- should miss this game,
venes there are unlikely to be any
The summary:
stormy sessions of the House caucus Rorkland (33)
Hallowell (6)
the night before the organization. I Chisholm, le
.... le, Nicholson
There may be some contests for the perry. It ........
........... lt. Grant
councillorships. but they will be all Mazzeo. lg
..... lg. Thompson
as it looks now. The State treas Johnson, c ........................ c, Lerette
urer. Belmont A. Smith, who is com McConchie. rg .............. . rg, Colfer
pleting his first term, is a candidate Horeyseck. rf ................ . rf. Prime
for re-election and following prece Gus Huntley, re............re, Andrews
dent he will be re-elected to the office Allen, qb.......................... qb. Graves
he now holds. It is customary io Billings, lhb ..................... lhb. Pratt
give the treasurer three terms of two DUff rhb........................ rhb, Patten
years each.
Glover, fb ....................... fb. Nichols
The election of an attorney ger.- Rockland ................. 13 7 7 6—33
eral will not be much of a stir. Ii Hallowell ...... _....... 0 6 0 0— 6
is customary to give the attorn-y, Touchdowns—Rockland: Billings
general two terms which makes Mr. 3, Duff 1. Glover 1. Hallowell;
Burkett entitled to another. There Nichols 1. Points after touchdowns:
is no chance apparently of these two ' Billings 2. Allen 1.
excellent servants being disturbed Substitutes—Rockland: Ellis, Jorin the offices they now hold and dan, Chaples, Spinney, Wooster,
they should not be.
Cummings, Geo. Huntley, Small.
—Fred K Owen ln the Sunday Hallowell: Grant. Trass. Nicholson.
Press Herald.
Caldwell. Leighton. Andrews. Graves
Referee: Hucke (Colby). Umpire:
Gay (Bates).
Head linesman:
Hines 'Bates).
Time: four 10's.

Delegates From Many Red Cross Chapters
Will Meet in The Tower Room

The annual regional conference The public is cordially invited to
of the (Red Cross ln Maine will be attend all sessions noted in the
appended program. Mrs. William
held tomorrow in the tower room at Ellingwood is general chairman of
Community Building with an esti the conference.
Program:
|
mated 80 delegates in attendance.
MORNING SESSION
9.30- 10.00
10.00-10.10

Rev. J. Charles MacDonald

Invocation,

Greeting,

Hon. Edward R. Veazie Mayor of Rock

land

10.10- 10.30

"Home Service—A Chapter Responsibility,”

Horace Brown, R. C. Field Director

10.30- 10.50

"First Aid—A National Program,” Allen F. Payson,

Chief of Camden Fire Department and Chairman First
Aid of Knox County Chapter.

10.50-11.10

"Junior Service—Youth in the Red Cross-’’ Allston

Smith, Submaster Rockland High School.

11.10- 11.30

"Red Cross Nursing a la Sunbeam,” Miss Grace Wil

Present Pass Books

EASTERN STANDARD TIME

Request Is Made of Stock
More Partridges In Sight
Fall and Winter Schedule
Effective Sept. 25. 1938
holders in Rockland Loan
Than For Two Years— Departures
Mail Closes
Leaves Office
Leaves Station
8.00
A.
M.
...................
7.30
A.M.
7.40
A.
M.
Daily
Train
No.
52
and Building Ass’n
Woodcock Later
2.00 P. M.

1.20 P.M. Except
1.30 P. M.
Train No. 54
5.00 P. M. 1 The State Banking Department
4.20 P M. Sunday
4.30 P. M.
Maine bird hunters should flnd Train No. 56
2.40 P. M. is now engaged in the work of
2.10 P. M.
partridge more plentiful than dur Train No. 776 Sunday only 2.00 P.M.
verifying pass books of shareholders
ing the past two years when the
ln the Rockland Loan and Build
Arrivals:
1938 season opens Oct. 1. according
4.45 A. M.
Truck arrives at P. O..................
ing Association, Rockland. The
10-25 A. M. daily except Sunday statutes provide that this verifica
Train No. 55 arrives at depot
to a summary of reports made by
2.50 P. M.
Train No. 57 arrives at depot ....
tion of pass books shall be made
fish and game wardens. Chief War
Train No. 775 arrives at depot 9.55 A. M. Sunday only.
once in every three years, and Is
den Lester E. Brown said.
jin addition to the regular examina
Brown said that the reports
Mail Closes
Mail Arrives
Rockville Stage
tion of all state banking lnstlturanged from "good’’ to "excellent,"
7.15 A. M. daily except Sunday I tions.
12.00 P. M.
some sections apparently having
The Bank Commissioner has is
shown strong comebacks over 1936 Camden A Rockland
Mail Closes
Mail Arrives
sued a call notifying all sharehold
7.30 A.M.
Daily
and 1937, others showing fair,
5.30 A. M.
ers to either present thelr pass
10.00 A. M.
1.15 P. M.
Except
though not heavy Increases. No un
books, or send them in by mail to
$.30 P. M.
4.30 P. M.
Sunday
favorable reports were received from
the above named institution for
10.00 A. M.
Sundav .................
2.00 P. M.
any section of Maine.
verification.
During the past two years th:
In verifying these pass books a
Mail Closes
Mail Arrives
partridge population has been con Dark Harbor
10.00 A. M.
1.15 P. M. daily except Sunday representative of the Banking De
sidered spotty, with plenty of birds
partment will be stationed at the
in some sections and an alarming
Mail Closes
Mail Arrives
above named institution and will
daily except Sundays
scarcity in others. The latter con
Tuesday
compare
the pass books as they
Thursday
dition prevailed tn the southern
come in for the purpose of correct
Saturday
counties last year, leading many to Matinicus
7.00 A. M.
ing any errors or omissions in the
3.30 P. M.
believe that the mysterious disease Criehaven
accounts.
(Nov. 1 Tuesda.v and Friday,
cycle had hit this State as it did
As this work is done for the bene
o’hers in the eastern United States.
fit of the shareholders the Depart
Mail Closes Mail Arrives
Reports from bird dog owners
ment should have the co-operation
Ash Point
1
11.30 A.M.
10.30 A. M. daily except Sunday of every shareholder by presenting
who have been afield recently coin Owl's Head
|
cide with these of the wardens. In
their books for verification at once.
some instances flocks of eight to 10 South Thomaston
11 JO A. M.
10.00 A. M. daily except Sunday
Spruce Head
1
birds have been flushed, indicating Clark Island
)
that the partridge have come
NOTICE TO SHAREHOLDERS
through the dangerous molting sea
Mail Arrives
Mail Closes
in the
son without casualties.
9.30 A.M. daily except Sunday
1.20 P.M.
Vinal Haven
Rockland
Loan and
Scientists who have studied the
North Haven
Building Association
species are of the opinion that Au
Stonington
gust is the danger month for young Isle au Haut
ROCKLAND, MAINE
partridge and that birds counted in Lookout
1.20 P. M.
9.30 A. M. daily except Sunday
♦The Provisions of Section 4S,
September are reasonably certain to Atlantic
Chapter 57, Banking Laws of Maine
Frenchboro
require the State Banking Depart
be available for hunting in October. Minturn
ment to verify pass books of de
positors
in savings banks, savings
Although no check has been made Swan's Island
depositors in trust companies and
on woodcock the heavy spring flight
shareholders books ln loan and
building associations at least once
has been taken as an indication that
Corridor Open Sunday 10 A. M. to 2 P. M.
every three years.
The regular
verification at the above named
the timber doodles will be as abund
institution is now being made by
ant at last year, possibly even more birds a day and the possession limit1 Sayward's Auto Service is now in the Banking Department, and for
the solo purpose of correcting errors
plentiful.
the same No season limit is im- iu
home nye.s Qarage
or omisdons you arr requested to
The later opening of the woodcock posed on the latter species.
bring your book, or send by mall to
the
ASSOCIATION promptly. Veri
Main street. Proprietor Earle Say- fication
season, Oct. 10, is expected to im
closes October 7, 1918.
prove hunting conditions ln the cen
THOMAS A. COOPER.
! ward is prepared for all sorts of
HELP
STOMACH
Bank Commissioner
tral and southern counties althougn
Augusta, Maine. Sept. 26, 1938
auto
sevice,
with
excellent
equip

DIGEST
FOOD
116-117, 119-120
some criticism of the new date has
Without Laxatives—and Youll Eat
ment and has ample storage facili
Everything from Soup to Nuts
been heard from the more north
The atomarh ihvuld -llfest two pounds of food
ties. He has been in the business
ern sections, especially Penobscot dktly. When you eat heary. <res«y. coane or rich
foexte or when you arc nervoua. hurried or chew
poorly—your stomach pours out too much fluid.
County.
a decade, having been located in the
Your fowl doean't d:<*st and you hare gas. heart
burn. nausea, pain or soar stomach. You feel sour,
The partridge season extends from alck
CALL
recently demolished Nye’s Garage
and upset all over
Doctors aay never take a laxative for atomach
Oct. 1 to Nov. 15. with a daily bag pain.
HAVENER’S ICE CO
It Is dangerous and foolish, lt takee those
building. He maintains a 17-hour
little black tablets called Bell a ns ror Indigestion
limit and possession limit of four to make the excess stomach fluids harmless, rellsee
TeL 792
service every day and welcomes old
ln 5 minutes and put you back on your
birds and a season limit of 25 in ef distress
feet. Relief ls so quick It Is amazing and ooe *25e
55*56tf
package proves IL Ask far Bell-ana fur indigestion.
and new patrons. Telephone 585.
fect. The woodcock limit ts four

For “ICE” Service

bur, Matinicus, Seacoast Mission, Delano Sen ice.

11.30- 12.00

"Your Agent For Service," Walter Davidson, Assistant

Manager of Eastern Area, American Red Cross, Wash

The NEW Process Bread

12.00-12.10

ington, D. C.
(a) Roll Call of Chapters.

That’s The Talk of The Town

NISSEN’S

(b) Announcements

§»owWit<?
NOON SESSION
12.30- 2.00

™

Luncheon—Methodist Church Vestry.

Presiding, George J. Cumming, Chairman

Dwarfs

Disaster

Relief, Knox County Chapter.

Through the Purchase of
A SMALL MEETING
25,000,000 Pounds But
ter To Stabilize Market
Storm and Flood Halved Attend

Invocation—Dr. Guy Wilson.
Address—“Red Cross in a Time Like This,” Dr. John

Smith Lowe, Rockland.

ance At Osteopath Quarterly
A program of loans up to $7,250.Session
000 to the Dairy Products Market
ing Association for buying up to
The next quarterly meeting of
25.000.000 more pounds of butter to
the Maine Osteopathic Association
help stabilize dairy prices is now ln
operation, according to the Agricui- j wUI be held
AuBusta, it was detural Adjustment Administration, j cided at a business meeting held
Current prices have been depressed in connection with the fall meetby large surpluses caused by a nine- ing of the New ^1^ osteoyear high in milk production.
pathic Association. In the absence
The loans are in addition to an
original loan of $14,500,000 author of the president. Dr. Milton Hall of

OLD GOLD

Corwin H. Olds, Chairman Knox

County Chapter.

Aiding Dairymen

ized in June for buying up lo 50.000 - Kennebunk, on professional duties,
000 pounds of butter. Under the the meeting of the Maine Associatwo loan programs, the Dairy Prod- tion was presided over by Dr. G. F.
ucts Marketing Association has Noel of Dover-Foxcroft, vice presibought about 64.000.000 pounds of dent.
A campaign for a larger mem
butter from June 16, through Aug.
30. 1938. This Is a part of the na bership was inaugurated, the goal
tional farm program developed by being a 20': increase. Dr. Wallis
the Agricultural Adjustment Ad L. Bursey of Farmington was ap
ministration.
pointed chairman of the member
The Commodity Credit Corpora ship committee.
tion has been authorized to makc
Storm and flood cut down atten
the loan to the association, an or dance at the sessions of the New
ganization of producer co-operatives England Association by one-half.
with headquarters at Chicago. The Representation from Connecticut,
loans, effective June 1. 1933, to April, Rhode Island, and Vermont was en
1939, are made under provisions of tirely absent. The Maine delegation
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of included: Augusta. Dr. W. H. Sher
1938 and were recommended by man; Brunswick. Dr. C. E. Barden;
Secretary of Agriculture Henry A. Freeport, Dr. E. P. Chace; Auburn
Wallace.
Dr. Albert E. Chittenden, Dr. Frank
Butter purchased by the associa lin ,S. Epps. Dr. N. Maude Kellet,
tion ls available for resale in the Dr. F. W. Cram; Lewiston, Dr. J.
open market when prices improve Shalett; Kezar Falls, Dr. Russell
sufficiently to cover the purchase J. Patterson; Kittery, Dr. C. Blan
price, all costs of handling and stor chard Robbins, Dr. Rudolph Tomes,
age, and a small additional amount Dr. F J. Chase; Oakland, Doctors
Any net proceeds from resales E. I. and L. H. R. Whitney; Ogun
after retiring the loans may be quit. Dr. Mae E. Wigham; Sanford,
turned over to the PSCC to buy Dr. A. H. Harmon, Dr. Mary F.
dairy products for relief distrlbu Donovan; Westbrook. Dr. Granville
tion to needy persons.. Butter pur C. Shibles. Winthrop. Dr. Eldred
chased by the association may also B. Wales; Waterville. Doctors Wil
be sold to the Federal Government. liam E. and Martha A. Gifford, Dr.
Butter in storage as of Aug. 1 s-t Edward L. Johnston. Dr. Nora R.
an all-time record for that date of Brown, Dr. Paul J. Gephart.
172,000.000 pounds as compared to
124,000,000 on the same date in
WE BUY
1937, and the five year average of
127,000,000 pounds. Milk produc
AND SILVER
tion per cow reached a nine year
Clarence E. Daniels
peak for Aug. 1. according to the
JEWELER
Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Registration.

Presiding, Rev.

MAIL SCHEDULE

The Bird Hunters

Address—“The Juniors’ Job,” Carroll Newhouse, Gat-

diner, member High School Council, Junior Red Cross

Address—“The Red Cross, Your Agent for Service to
Suffering Humanity” James L. Fieser. Vice Chairman

in Charge of Domestic Operations, American Red Cross,

Washington, I). C.

AFTERNOON SESSION
2.15- 3.45

Presiding, Rev. E. O. Kenyon, Knox County Chapter
Group Meetings for Informal Discussion

(a) Roll Call Plans,

Walter Davidson

(b) Public Health Nursing, Miss Cecilia Walsh, Nurs

ing Field Representative for Maine and New Hamp
shire

3.45

Adjournment

Following the conference those in attendance are invited to be

guests of the Knox County Chapter for a visit to

Montpelier,

the

the famous replica of the home of General Henry Knox, Thomaston.

GENERAL CHAIRMAN

Mrs. William Ellingwood
CONFERENCE SECRETARY

Mrs. Kenneth R. Spear

Hospitality—Mrs R. O. Elliot. Thomaston; Mrs. E. A. Robbins, Cam
den: Mrs. Carl Young, Matinicus; Mrs. H. H. Hupper, Martinsville; Mrs
Lela Haskell, Union; Mrs. L. F. Greenlaw, Vinal Haven; Mrs Corwin H
Olds, Mrs. Eugene Stoddard, Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon and Louis A. Walker, Rockland
Programs—Mrs. William Ellingwood. Mrs. Kenneth Spear, John M
Richardson.

A DELICIOUS BIG NEW LOAF
THAT STAYS FRESH LONGER
No wonder “Doc” and his pals greet “Snow White” with open arms
and a look of anticipation as she Brings on a plate piled high with
NISSEN’S new delightful wholesome, melt in your mouth SNOW
WHITE BREAD. Even “Grumpy” looks a little bit happy because
he knows the treat that is in store for him.
You too can have this same treat—just ask your INDEPENDENT
GROCER for the new Nissen’s SN OW WHITE Bread. It’s made
from the finest of ingredients according to a NEW Process that keeps it
fresh longer and retains all the goo dness and flavor found in the best
home-made bread.

Don't wait! Get a loaf (if this better bread ‘oday. Ask your
INDEPENDENT GROCER TOR NISSEN'S SNOW
WHITE. He receiies it oven fresh daily.

Luncheon—Mrs. Ivy Chatto.

Publicity—Miss Katherine Veazie. chairman, Mrs. Amy Albee Erskine
Damariscotta; Col. E. A. Robbins, Camden; R. S. Sherman, John M
Richardson.
Registration—Mrs. David Beach. Mrs. B. E. Flanders, Mrs Louis A
Walker, and Miss Jane Miller, Thomaston.

John J. Nissen Baking Co.
PORTLAND

MAINE

Exhibits—Mrs. D. L. McCarty and Mrs, W. C. Ladd.

Decorations—Rcckland Garden Club.
Markers—George J. Cumming.

Parking—Elmer C. Davis, H. P. Blodgett, Eugene Stoddard,

Also Nissen's big master leaf—BLUE RIBBON BREAD—The
Freshest Thing in Town—on sale by your Independent Grocer.

Every-OtKer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 27, 1938
Announcement that sea bass have
Invaded the ’Keag River sounds al-]
luring to local sportsmen.

•SEPTEMBER'938
SAI

SUN MON TUES WED THU FRI

1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1112 13 14 15 16 17
1819 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30
TALK OF THE TOWN
“COMINO
EVENTS
CAST
SHADOWS BEFORE”

THEIR

Sept. 27—Camden^Hugo Brandt Co ,
melody song and story at Opera House
Sept 28—Regional Conference ot Red
Cross at Community Building.
Oet 1—Warren—Special town meet
ing.
Oct. 1—Cumberland County Pomona
meets with White Oak Grange. North
Warren.
Oct 3—Warren—Women’s Missionary
Conference of the Lincoln Baptist As
sociation at the Baptist Church.
Oct 5—South Warren— Fair at Good
will Grange.
Oct. 7—Annual bazaar at Pleasant
Valley Grange.
Oct 11—Plre dapartment ball at Com
munity Building.
Oct 11—Knox County Teacher con
vention ln Rockland.
Oct. 12—Quarterly meeting of Lin
coln Baptist Association ln Liberty.
Oct. 14—Glen Cove—Penobscot View
Orange.
< ,
Oct. 19—At Seven Tree Grange. Union
the annual Grange fair.
Oct 20—Baptist Men’s League holds
Its first meeting of the season.
Nov. 1-2 —Camden— YMCA. Min
strels at Opera House.
Sept 30 —(3 to 8.30)— Educational
Club picnic at residence of Franz M
Simmons, 98 Pleasant street.

Pleasant Valley Orange confers
the 1st and 2nd degrees tonight.
The regular meeting of the Lions
Club will be omitted, tomorrow be
cause of Union Fair.
Cumberland County
Pomona
meets Saturday at White Oak
Orange. North Warren.
The annual harvest home supper
of the Jefferson First Baptist
Church, will be held at Willow
Grange Thursday night. . *

Kenneth Wing is to be given a
tryout at a Boston radio station as
the result of winning a recent con
test at Camden with his banjo.

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

Carl H. Sonntag, manager of the
Lawrence Portland Cement Com
pany, is wearing hls right ankle in
a cast, the result of a recent acci
dent.

Matinees Every Day at 2.30
Evenings at 7 and 9
TUESDAY, SEPT. 27
GEORGE BRENT

Myron Young has the makings of
a peach orchard on his premises if
one is to judge from the two fine
specimens which were left on the
editor's desk yesterday.

GLORIA DICKSON
II. BOGART
WALTER ABEL
in

“RACKET BUSTERS”
The New England Dental Society'
is to hold its 75th annual meeting
in Boston. Oct. 5 and 6. Hundreds
of dentists from all over New Eng
land attend this meeting.

28-29
Here they are again! Those
sensational kids who pack more
realism and pace into a film than
practically any other players on
the screen today. You know them
as the "Dead End" kids or the
'"Crime School’’ kids — their
names are—
WED.-THURS., SEPT.

A local physician not unversed in
equine management is telling a good
story at his own expense. He tried
his hand with a burro and cart Sun
BILLY HALOP, HUNTZ I1ALL,
day with some misgivings, due to
GABRIEL DELL, LEO GORCEY
the gaudy trappings of the outfit,
and BERNARD Pl’NSLEY
but all went well until, with a large
In
gallery on hand at the Fish Hatch
‘
LITTLE
TOUGH
GUY’
ery bridge, the burro took it into
his stubborn head to go no further.
With an ever increasing crowd of
Capt. James H. Oray is back on
kibitzers assisting, all known treat
duty
at the Central Fire Station,
ments for stubbornness failed and it
was not iuntil the M. D. took the having nicely survived his annua!
bridle and four volunteers pushed vacation.
from the rear that the green light
Miss Hazel Marshall who has
came on.
been with the State Department of
COMMUNITY FAIK
Health in Augusta has been trans
ferred to the Bureau of Social Wel
Final arrangements for Com
fare in Skowhegan.

In a personal letter to Editor
Fuller. George W. Robinson of S-.
Paul, Minn., writes: "I have been
much interested in the copies of thc
old City Directory, which you arc
publishing, and it brings to memory
old associates in Rockland."
"Booster Night" Friday will be ob
served by Pleasant Valley Grange,
and an invitation is extended to ail
who wish to attend. . A program
will be presented by both Subordi
nate and Juvenile Granges. Paren's
are urged to come to see the work
accomplished by these youngsters
and to encourage them ln their
work. Every officer must be present
or send a substitute. The first and
second degrees will be conferred on
six candidates today and a special
meeting will be held Wednesday for
the third and fourth degrees. Of
ficers are reminded that they pre
sent themselves at the proper time
for this work.

Patrolman Carl Christofferson js
having his annual vacation, which,
Besides a very lively afternoon
as usual, is coincident with North
Knox Fair, where he does police ! session, details later, the next Edu
cational Club picnic. Sept. 30. hostess
duty.
Mrs. Kate Gould, at the Franz Sim
mons residence. 98 Pleasant street,
Granite street residents (eel a
there's to be a famous evening
genuine loss In the passing of
speaker at 7 o’clock from Washing
"Pete," Boston bull terrier of the
ton. D. C., with international rep
Richardsons, struck by a passing resentation. Henry N. Pringle, who
automobile.
summers in Southport, is law en
forcement director of the well known
In Municipal Court yesterday "International Reform Federation."
W. H. Mennick of Rockland paid whose business is to promote those
a fine and costs, amounting to moral and social reforms on which
$112 68. after pleading, guilty to a churches generally agree, and he is
drunken driving charge.
an arresting speaker with charm,
an expert, no member should miss
A broken leg. bruises, and cuts on hearing, an anti-vice worker. When
the head were found to be the lot of he spoke in Bangor 100 had to stand
A lbert Maker ol Spruce Head when to hear him. His topic is "Three
an ambulance conveyed him to Chief Tributaries of Life's River."
Knox Hospital Saturday night after Members have box lunch at 6 o'cIock
he had bcen struck by an automo and are asked to give a memory
bile. The accident occurred on the quotation and current item, with
Thomaston road. Maker was at reports on membership activities for
magazine awards. Mrs. Ruth Hoch
tended by Dr. Popplestone.
will sing “Magdalene” by request.
Writes an appreciative ROckland
subscriber ‘:*It is a Joyous experi
ence to walk or drive about the city
Just now and,gaze on the brilliant
flowers of the fall season, yet un
touched by Jack Frost. How these
gardens do lift hearts and satisfy
needs within our beings. All glory
and praise to thase who work to
beautify our city in this fine serv
ice.”

Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge J. Adams,
who went last week to Windsor,
Conn., where Mr. Adams has a
teaching position in the Kingswood
School, returned to this city Sun
day, reporting a frightful experience
in the hurricane district. Although
they escaped any real disaster at
their apartment, the surrounding
area was thrown into chaos, the
streets 'being blocked with fallen
trees, roofs and telephone poles,
with the city in darkness. Tlie
beautiful parks were a mass of
wreckage, with communication cut
off entirely. Mr. and Mrs. Adams
will return to Windsor today. Miss
Rose Adams, remaining meantime
in Hartford where she will teach
this winter.

CLOSED FOR THE FAIR

Perry's Markets, M. B. & C. O.
Perry, Fuel dept. and the Indepen
dent Wholesale Grocery Co. will
| close Wednesday at noon in order
that all their employees may attend
Vie Union Fair.
Mrs. J. C. Cunningham, who was
H. H. Crie & Co. will close their
called to Woods Hole. Mass, (on the
store at noon also.
cape) three weeks ago, by the ill
ness of her daughter-in-law, re
BURN
The patrol boats Travis, CG-410 Wallace—At Waldoboro. Sept 16. to turned Saturday night from the
and AB-58, stationed at Rockland, Mr and Mrs Lowell B. Wallace, a flood district and hopes never to
daughter—Anne Carol.
are now absent on duty in the areas
repeat her experience there. Her
stricken by the hurricane of Sept.
daughter was safely moved in a car
MARRIED
21. Pending the return to station Johnson-Robinson — At Rockland. to higher land, and 10 minutes after
24, toy Rev. C A. Marstaller. Au
of these craft, it will not be possible, Sept.
gust Johnson, and Joanna Robinson, crossing a bridge, they saw it cov
probably, to handle work as expedi | both of St. George
ered by four feet of water. Build
I Parsons-Stahl — At Waldoboro, Sept.
tiously as in the past, but every 24. by Rev. C. Vaughn Overman, ings were swept along like straws
H. Parsons of Boston and Eliza and the railroad tracks were liter
effort will be made to render assist Charles
beth M Stahl ol Waldoboro
ance with the two patrol boats left Knight-Masalin — At Camden. Sept ally strewn with boats. Mrs. Cun
24. by Rev. Weston P Holman. Charles
ln Rockland with a minimum of de S. Knight and Miss Vino Masalln, both ningham saw a long bath house,
lay. The patrol boat AB-56 which ol Lincolnville
swept over a tennis court, and land
Hooper-Hatch—At Swampscott. Mass .
was absent on duty at Eastport was Sept 14. by Rev. Roy I. Murray. Samuel intact on a rocky point. She was
Hooper ol Swampscott and Mrs
damaged in the storm, and is being B
Harriett Hatch, formerly of South Wal very thankful to arrive safely in
doboro.
towed to Rockland for repairs.
Rockland, to find bean poles still
standing in the garden.
-----------------,
DIED

Beano (Wednesday night at 8
Spear—At Thomaston. Sept. 27, E.
Spear, aged 74 years. 17 days.
o'clock, auspices Huntley-Hill Aux Jennie
Services at the home ot her sister.
iliary—aav.
^116-lt Bessie Sullivan, Thursday at 2 p. m.

BURPEE’S
MORTICIANS
Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
61-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
119-tf

Rockland Encampment will meet
Wednesday night.

Knox Aerie of Eagles has an1
oyster supper for the members
Thursday night.

To Our Electric Service

Here’s the Lewiston Journal tak
ing the joy out of life by reporting
that it spit snow Sunday.

Customers

John Chisholm is home from the
Rutland, Mass., hospital this week
shaking hands with his old buddies.

To our many customers who have so patiently awaited the restoration of elec

Charles C. Wotton acted as field
judge at the Maine-Rhode Island
game at Orono Saturday.

tric service, which in some parts was so seriously interrupted by the hazardous

wind storm visiting Central Maine, this Company sincerely expresses its grateful
Ocean View Ball Room reopens
for the sqpson Saturday night, fea
turing Ernie Oeorge and his music.

appreciation.
While our loss is less than in other states, yet many thousands of heavy limbs

fell onto our service wires throughout our system.

Mrs. Harry D. Phillips is having a
week's vacation from her duties at
Knox Hospital and will spend part
of it at Union Fair.

9n«

CARD OF THANKS
In our recent bereavement, we wish
to thank our neighbors, friends and
relatives for many expressions of sym
pathy; to the employes of £dward &
Walker Co., of Portland, tha Saiturday
night group of Rockland, The Farm
Bureau of Tenants Harbor, for the :
beautiful flowers received, and especial
ly to Russell Davis for hls kind help, i
Dr and Mrs. Charles H. Leach. Mr
and Mrs. William E Leach. Miss Mar
garet B Heald. and nieces and nephews
of the Taylor lamily.
•

CARD OF THANKS
We wish ito express our appreciation
and thanks for the many kind words
of sympathy and Ibeautlful floral trib
utes, during our recent bereavement,
also for the cards and letters of sym
pathy.
Mrs Fred L Maloney Sr., and family.
South Cushing
•

WtV!

K MS’

taken out.

Where there was any doubt as to public safety, service was interrupted, which

Tlie ocean tug Wandank. which
A
comes to this port in connection
with warship trials, has been ord
ered to Newport. R. I., to assist in
salvage operations.

in some instances caused a delay in restoring it.
Every available employe, as well as many extra crews, have been used to help

restore service.
A Rockland man had a vacation
last week and it rained five days
out of six. If anybody beat that
batting average Arthur Clough
would like to know about it.

Of first importance always, in the restoration of service are the places where it is

most urgently needed—isolated cities and towns, hospitals where life is at slake,
fire and police departments.

9 CLAREMONT ST,

TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.

98-tf

It is possible that your home may still he without electricity.

If so, we regret it

deeply and assure you that our every efforl is being made to give you this service
as quickly as possible.

This Company appreciates your patience, and assures every customer that the ut

most is being done to restore electric service.

CENTRA WAA'I N E
POWER COMPAMT

law, scheduled for tomorrow after
noon at 4 o'clock in the East Room.
Community Building. Due to the
absence of many directors (Union
Fair) it is very probable that failure
to quorum will force postponement
one week.
.

ELWOOD If. TOLMAN

Lobsters intended for western
shipment met the fate of the cat.
They came back. The express com
pany has been tied up on shipments
of that nature since last Thursday
and the only crustaceans which
have left this city went by truck to
the New York market. Inbound ex
press matter has been similarly
hampered.

SOUTH THOMASTON

Elwood Herbert Tolman. a former
summer resident at Crescent Beach,
died in Chicago Sept. 20, as an
nounced in the Saturday issue of
this paper. Committal services held
at Sea View cemetery on that day
were attended by a number of
Rockland friends. Funeral services
had been held at the family resi
dence 5418 University avenue,
Warden McNeil Brown of the Nev. Chicago.
Elwood Herbert Tolman. sugar
Gloucester game farm, and son oi
Col. and Mrs. Ralph W. Brown, of and rice broker was born in West
this city, has a patch of two and Camden June 23. 1858. son of Daniel
one-half acres of sunflowers in and Mary Ann (Achorn) Tolman.
bloom now. During the summer th? He was educated In the Academy
plants have formed a cover for 830C at Pittsfield and the Augusta Com
pheasants hatched in the spring mercial College. He war married to
and this winter the pheasants whi".;, Jennie L. Giofray of Rockland, Oct
remain at the farm will enjoy thi’ 3. 1888. and went to Chicago in 1879
seeds for their daily sustenance.
He was salesman for a wholesale
grocery house, and spent two years
Those who chase Maine colieg" 1 in England and Scotland as repre
; football will be interested to knov sentative of W. G. Butler, Chicago. ]
! that Massachusetts State will pla’
selling American wheat flour to
j at Brunswick next Saturday, an I British trade. He returned to Chi- '
fans will be able to get a line on th. cago in 1881, and “was identified ■
j team which expects the Maine
with the John A Tolman Co. as de
! championship again this season partment .manager until 1905, and !
, Also on Saturday New Hampshire
as vice president from 1905-6.
; plays Bates at Lewiston. Colby anti
Tn 1913 he entered the sugar and
University of Maine are playing
rice grocerage business in Chicago.
away from home.
Mr. Tolman was a Republican, a
Knox Lodge I.O.OF. last night *
1 Baptist and found his principal
elected Alfred O. Benner as noble recreation in travel.
grand; Walter O. Kimball, vice]
grand; Milton V. Rollins, recording
secretary; Neil F. Karl, financial
secretary; Nestor S. Brown treas
urer; AV. Sawyer. A W. Gregory
and Capt John Bernet, trustees
Private installation will be held Oct.
10. Grand Lodge will b« held in
Portland Oct. 19 and Edwin G
Stetson and Milton V. Rollins were
elected delegates. O. B. Lovejoy
and C. E. Gregory are alternates.
The Knox County Country Cluu
will discontinue serving liquors Sat
urday night in pursuance of its new
policy of stressing golf activities pri
marily. Thc dining room will b"
closed at the same time. Next sea
son will see the club open for gob
with many improvements to the al ;
ready fine course, notably a new
putting green, improved fairway or.
Number 4 and a Inew water hole
aLso on 4. The Country Club has
proven a very real asset to Rock
land, bringing in many summer folk
who otherwise would have gone else
where and adding much to Rock
land's summer appeal. The caddies
benefit very largely through their
summer's employment on the course
The dining room will be open next
■ season for lunches for golfers,
i------------------------------------------------

Mrs. Elizabeth Babb and Mrs.
Lena Simmons have returned from
a trip to Winthrop. Mass., to attend
the wedding of their niece. Miss Ava
L. Bowers, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Bowers (Jennie Butler)
formerly of this place. Mrs Gladys
Clement and Mrs. Ida Chambers
accompanied Mrs. Babb and Mrs.
Simmons for a short visit.
Clarence Jackson and Faunce
Thorndike of Baston were recent
visitors in town.
Alfred Brown and family are
occupying the Fred Pierce property
which they recently bought. Mrs.
Brown was formerly Miss Vivian
Maker and is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs Thomas Maker of Spruce
New Styles..New Low Prices!
Head. Mr Pierce is living ln Rock
Here’s a leader among R(’A Victor’s sensational
land.
new 1939 sets. All offer splendid extra value fea
Mr. and Mrs. Jams Boland (Mar
tures—at prices that will please you. Features of
Model 910KG (illustrated here) include Electric
garet McKnight of Abington,
Tuning for 8 stations, Victrola Push-Button
Mass., a former resident of this
Control, Victrola Attach
place) were guests Saturday of Mrs.
ment “Plug-In”, Console
Grand Cabinet. Includes
Rebecca Thorndike.
Master Noise Eliminator
Members of the Rockport Metho
and Master Antenna,
dist choir will hold services at the
Full Vision Diol, RCA
Victor Metal Tul>es nnd
chapel Sunday night when a fine
American and Foreign
musical program will be given. All
Tuning.
are invited.
Wassaweskeag Orange is again
LIBERAL
holding regular meetings after a
TRADE-IN!
summer recess.
•
Misses Shirley Meader and Ma
Get 125.96 value-in Victor
Records and RCA Victrola
rion Meader ot Melrose, daughters
Attachment—for <15.00.
SERVICES POSTPONED
of tiie late Florence W Meader,
The campaign that was to have visited relatives here recently.
The Boys' and QirLs' 4-H Clubs
been held in the First Baptist
Church under the leadership of Dr. will hold a local contest at the
F. H. Divine of New York, Sept. 25 Grangj hall Friday night.
Plays Victor Records thru
The Sunday School Teachers'
to Oct. 2, has been postponed to
your radio with full tone
the week of Oct. 2 to 9. Tliis was Training Class, conducted by Mi.ss
of set Ask us for details.
because Dr. Divine was hindered Margaret McKnight, has completed
from getting here in time for Sun its first course and will begin an
EASY TERMS! LOW DOWN PAYMENTS!
day due to traveling conditions. other tonight. Thts course is a
Dr. Divine will arrive on Thursday great aid to mothers as well as Sun
Other ModeLs, $15.00 up
and begin hls public work on Sun day school teachers. Those from
here attending the Sunday school Complete Line of Radius, Victrulas and Combinations Now on Display.
day.
Tliis evening at the happy prayer teachers' ela.ss conference in Rock
and praise meeting, exactly 125 land Thursday were Miss Louise
chairs are to be placed in the room. Butler, Mrs. J. T. Baum, Mrs. A F.
It is believed that all these ehairs Sleeper, Mrs. F. L. Allen. Mrs. R.
will he filled. The pastor will speak W. Tyer and Mrs. C. S Watts. Rep
ROCKLAND, MAINE
about a group of about the same resentatives from Hope, Pleasant
number mentioned in the Bible and Point and Union were aLso present.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pierce, ac
what they were able to accomplish.
companied
by Mr. Pierce's daugh
The deacons and deaconesses wil! ,
meet for a short session at the close , ter. Mrs. Percival Bragg and Mr.
of this session. The regular meet- j Bragg went to Boston Thursday for
a few days.
ing will open at 7.15.
Mrs. Ross Wilson and son Ken
On Friday night there arc to be
a group of cottage prayer meetings nedy of Philadelphia, who spent the
held in different parts of the city. summer with Mrs. Eva Sleeper, have
Warn New Englanders that we need not
returned home accompanied by
go to the Mid-West for our Windstorms
Mrs. Sleeper, who will proceed lo
nor to Florida for our Tidal Waves.
Whiting. Ind., for a visit with her
son Henry.
Millions in property damage ruinous to

PRESS HEADLINES AND PHOTOS
of recent Devastations

“GIFT COTTAGE”

FOR SALE

Blake B. Annis, D. C.

Wildwood

79 PARK ST, ROCKLAND, ME.

For the present make appointments
for Tuesdays and Fridays
Tei. 415-W
DR. J. 11. DAMON, DENTIST

Mrs. James Tolman

Over Newberry's

ROCKVILLE, ME.

100-101Tti j

GET FULL VALUE

Maine Music Co.

Located At

11
9

When this is done, as rapidly as possible, service is

restored to homes.

DENTAL NOTICE

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

Every effort will be made until every customer has had service

restored.

Ambulance Service
•

In some sections, particu

larly the Western Maine area, important at teries feeding the towns we serve, were

"Turkey shoot Oct. 2 at the
Lothrop Farm above Mirror Lake"
is the welcome word put out by the
munity Fair have been complet- j
Eastern Division Rifle Club. Sev
ed, following the general lines
A rummage sale will be held Oct eral shoots are planned by the
which have proven so successful
8, starting at 9.30 in the Universalist club in accord with last fall's suc
the past two years. Fair dates
vestry. Tha^ with articles to con cesses.
are Feb. 20-25 and the place,
tribute are asked to send them to
Community Building. The Fair
When Austin Day saw the news
the vestry Oct. 7. If this is impos
has grown to such proportions
paper
pictures of the steamer Mon
sible please notify the committee.
that it is too great a task for
hegan piled high and dry on a street
one man to handle, so this year
in Providence he had a double in
The Rockland Farm Bureau will
direction of the fair will be
terest, for he one time lived on the
hold a public card party at its hall
vested in an executive committee
street where the freak occurred,
on Mountain road Thursday night
of three, Albert W. McCarty,
and has also served on the Monhe
at 7.30. This is the first party in
Parker E. Worrey and Mrs.
gan.
a series of six which is to be given
Gladys E. Philbrick. This com
by them with capital prizes at end
The annual meeting of Commun
mittee, all veteran Community
of
series.
ity Building Inc. is, according to
Fair workers, will organize the
work which it is expected will b>*
in the hand of the same splendid
committees as last year. It should
be bome in mind that no Com
munity Fair workers are paid,
all their efforts being contribu
ted to the social welfare activi
ties at Community Building. This
is in contradiction to a rumor
that a paid director was to be
used. This is definitely not a
fact and has never been con
sidered.

Page Jhree

Ballard Park, Roekport

97* J9

losers, but may save Billions if translat
ed into insurance by survivors.
Insurance before the loss is preferable to
sympathy after.

Complete CHIROPRACTIC

HEALTH SERVICE

E. C. MORAN CO, Inc.

(12 Years -a Rorkland)

Bv Appointment

Phone 1163
116-117'X’tf

425 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 98

Every-Other-Day
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WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

Bermuda, Discovered in
1515, Old English Colony
Bermuda, only 660 nautical miles
from New York, was discovered in
1515 by a Spaniard. Juan de Bermu
dez. who anchored his ship. La Gar- J
za. within gun.’-hot of the more than
160 islands. Historians say that Ber- j

Latest news from Lincoln Count; towns collected by our diligent correspondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.

Lieut. Cedric Kuhn of Ports a motor trip Sunday through the
muaez may have discovered the is
mouth, N. H„ and Miss Helen White Mountains.
lands on a previous visit, for they
•
•
•
•
Daniels of Dover, N. H„ were over
appear on a map published by Peter
Parsons-Stahl
night guests Friday of Lieut. Kuhn'3
Martyr in 1511. Bermudez was car
Before an altar, having a cedar
mother. Mrs. Bessie 8. Kuhn.
rying home to Spain Gonzales Ferdinando d’Oviedo, a distinguished
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weston background with side baskets of j
historian, who wrote a brief account
white
gladioli
and
gleaming
canreturned Sunday for a week's visit!
ot his visit, the earliest known de
delabra,
beautiful
in
design
and
in Boston.
scription written of Bermuda.
simplicity, Elizabeth Millicent. only
Mr. and Mrs. Harry’ L. Childs and
Admiral Sir George Somers, who
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton
Mr. and Mrs. Donald White of
was wrecked on the islands with his
B. Stahl was united in marriage
Sea Venture, landed with 140 men
Lewiston were guests Sunday of.
Saturday night at 8 o'clock to
and women on the shores of what
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Miller.
is now called St. George*, the first
Charles Harold Parsons of Boston
Mrs. C. B. Stahl w’ent Sunday to in a charming candlelight cere
capital of Bermuda. His trials and
Boston where she will pass a week
tribulations went on until he died in
mony at the home of the bride's
1610. His heart is buried in St.
with relatives.
parents.
.
George, but his body was taken
Mrs. Ralph Pollard entertained i
The bride wore an Empire gown
back to England.
at dinner Thursday night, compli
of white lace. Her halo type finger
The history of the colonization of
menting Mrs. Edward Pearson. In tip veil of tulle was caught with j
Bermuda includes in its early days
the group were Mrs. Elmer Jameson tube roses. She carried an arm I
—the Virginia company, that figured
Jr.. Mrs Myrtle Marcho. Mrs. Aus bouquet of a rare specie of white
prominently in the settlement saga
tin Miller. Mrs. Wendall Blanchard begonia.
of the islands, and in 1782 William
Browne of Salem, Mass., arrived to
and Mrs. Richard Oerry.
i Hilda P. Somes, sister of the I
fill the governor’s chair for a term
The Susannah Wesley Society groom, was matron of honor wear- j
Two happy-go-lucky news-hunters and their heart-throb find their which lasted six years.
will meet Thursday afternoon with ing a gown of moon blue chiffon'
One of Browne’s first acts was to
first
adventure together in “Time Out For Murder." new Roving Reporter
Mrs. O. G. Barnard at the Metho trimmed with rose velvet. She car-1
declare the whale fishery free to
series.
Above.
Chirk
Chandler.
Michael
Whalen
and
Gloria
Stuart
(left
dist parsonage.
all. Hitherto whales had been con
ried shaded pink begonias. Dr.
Clyde Sukeforth returned Sat William H. Parsons of Damaris to right) find an important clue in the most baffling mystery that ever sidered “royal fishes" and as fishery
could only be conducted under li
urday from Elmira. N. Y„ having cotta. uncle of the groom was best made news.—adv.
censes, fees for which were paid to
completed the season as manager of man. Louis Boissonneault served
the governor—the people had prac
the Elmira Base Ball Club.
j as usher.
tically ceased to engage in it.
Mrs E. E. Farrow of Boston who
Rev. C. Vaughn Overman pastor
has been visiting her brother. H. E of the First Baptist Church offici
Wentworth and Mrs. Wentworth ated at the double ring ceremony.
Nathanael Greene Proved
returned home Thursday.
Mrs. A. P. Jackson played Lohen
Himself a Great General
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Connor and grin's Wedding March and Mrs.
Gen. Nathanael Greene, born in
1742 in Rhode Island of Quaker par
son. Richard of Winchester, Mass., B G. Miller sang "Oh Promise Me"
ents, rejected the strict principles
arrived Friday to attend the Par and “I Love You Truly."
of that sect, became a soldier and
sons-Stahl wedding Saturday.
The bride's mother was gowned
commanded the American forces in
in
wine
transparent
velvet
and
wore
Mrs. Sarah Parsons of Atlantic,
the South during the Revolutionary
Mass . is spending a week with her j a corsage of talisman roses. Mrs.
war. recalls Leslie Hartley in the
| Parsons, mother of the groom wore
Washington Star.
daughter, Mrs. Hilda Somes.
I green crepe and net with a corsage
Greene proved himself a great
Mrs. Henry K. Crowell and Mrs.
general when Washington placed
Fred Genthner went Friday to Bos of roses.
him in command of the southern
A reception followed the cere
ton where they will visit relatives.
troops.
By successful military
mony
which
was
attended
only
by
Miss Alfreda Ellis has entered
maneuvers against the British in
I
the
immediate
families.
A
buffet
Farmington Normal School.
1781 he won the battle of Eutaw
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ralph are lunch was served. Miss Frances
Springs, a decisive conflict in South
Carolina. In little more than a year
visiting relatives in Swampscott, Simmons presided at the punch
he had Georgia and the Carolinas
Mass They were accompanied as bowl assisted by Mrs. Otis Ellis. The
free of British control.
far as Portland by Mrs. Fred Bums. guest book was in charge of Hilda
In appreciation of his services at
An appeal has been received by Somes.
Eutaw Springs, congress presented
The bride's traveling costume was
our local Red Cross Chapter to aid
him with a medal and the two Caro
in raising the $175 quota which a dark wool crepe suit with match
linas and Georgia made him valu
ing
accessories.
She
wore
a
cor

has been set for Lincoln County
able grants of property. Also con
for work being done throughout the sage of gardenias. After October 1
gress later voted to “raise a monu
ment at the seat of government” in
New England States to aid those in Mr. and Mrs. Parsons will be at
his honor, a monument which was
the sections suffering from flood home in Boston where the groom
not erected until 90 years later. An
and hurricane. All donations may is employed.
other monument dedicated jointly to
The
bride
is
a
graduate
of
Waldo

be sent to the local treasurer, Mrs.
General Greene and Count Pulaski
Frances Randolph. Rev. O. G. Bar boro High School class of 1932 Since
Jean Harlow and Clark Gable in "Saratoga."—adv.
; stands in a public square in Savanthat
time
she
has
been
employed
nard or Rev. C. Vaughn Overman.
—
nah, Ga.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hilt and as waitress at Stahl's Tavern which
School News
'to correspond with work by ibei. In 1785 Greene moved to the plan
daughter, Marion. Mrs. Marie Hi.t is owned and operated by her par Class officers have been elected poultry farmer.
tation of Mulberry Grove on the
and Ernest Hilt of Augusta were cn ents.
A field trip to various poultry Savannah river, where he lived un
Mr. Parsons is the son of Mrs. thus — Senior class: President. farms in the vicinity is being til, at the age of 44, he died of a
Sarah Parsons of Atlantic. Mass. Charles Rowe Jr.; vice president, planned for the near future. On sunstroke.
and the late Charles Parsons. He i Marjorie Orff; secretary, Philip these trips the boys can obtain first
is employed by the Mason-Neilan Hutchins treasurer. Eleanor Miller:
hand information about that par
Aardvark Sacred Animal
student council, Beatrice Bagley, ticular phase of the industry which
Regular Co of Boston.
One of the most remarkable aniThe unusual beauty of the flower William Fitzgerald. Junior class: they are studying.
— als that the Boers found when they
arrangements were due to the skill President. Gerald Hilton; vice presi
Equipment for milk and soil test-' Arrst settled in South Africa was an
and artistry of Mrs. A. R. Benedict dent. Martin Kallinen; secretary,
ing and woodworking is expected | animal they called “aardvark,” or
of Medomak and Montclair, N. J. Priscilla Storer; treasurer. Thelma within two or three weeks.
ground-hog, according to Nature
She was assisted by Miss Mona Nutter; student Council. Joyce
Rainy weather caused the post- Magazine. This is a harmless creaPorter. Arthur Hilton. Sophomore ponement of a trip of the Cattle ture about the size of a large pig,
Jones.
The gifts received by this worthy Class: President. Richard Miller; Judging Men to Cumberland Fair with an elongated snout, large ears
young couple consisted of money, vice president, Mona Winchenbach; this week, much to the boys disap- ’ and thick skin. Its huge claws en
able it to dig up the insects upon
linen, silver and glass.
secretary. Clayton Hoak; treasurer.!j pointment.
which it lives, especially white ants,
Out of town guests present were Keith Winchenbach; student coun
and. also, to dig burrows and holes
Mrs. Sarah Parsons. Atlantic. Mass. cil. Leatrice Stewart. Roy Winchen
Two Firsts
where it hides. Formerly it was
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Maynard, bach. Freshman class: President.
The first cotton mill in our coun- held to be closely related to pango
East Milton; Mr. and Mrs. James Mary Steele; vice president. Robert I try was built at Pawtucket on Nar- lins and sloths, but it is known that
Hunter. Boothbay; Mrs. Augusta Creamer; secretary. Madelyn Gen- ragansett bay in 1790. The first it is an offshoot of an early type of
Page. Damariscotta; Dr. and Mrs. thner; treasurer Maynard Wallace; 1 shop for the manufacture of ready- the ungulates, or hoofed animals.
W. H. Parsons. Damariscotta; Mr. student council. Mary Miller. Ward made clothes was opened in 1825 in It is not surprising that so grotesque
New Bedford, Mass.
an animal should arouse awe and
and Mrs. Harold O Page. Mlss!Jones.
superstition among primitive peo
The new course in Vocational
Jane Page. Robert Page. Newcastle;
ples. In fact, the ancient Egyptians
Women Studied Medicine in ’48
Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon. Rock Agriculture is starting ofT with 32
The first woman’s medical school assigned to it a place among their
land; Mr. and Mrs. Edward Connor. boys enrolled The class room woik in America was organized in Bos deities. It was the animal sacred
Richard Connor. Winchester. Mass; consists of one period of discussion ton, in 1848, had 12 pupils and was to Set, the God of Evil, and was
Mr. and Mrs. Bicknell Hall, Boston and one of supervised study. The known as the Boston Female Medi considered to be his personifica
tion.
and Mrs. A. R Benedict. Montclair. Poultry Industry Ls being studied cal schoot
with housing, feeding, etc., in line
N. J.

THURSDAY

[

VINALHAVEN
★★★★

Parents have praised Dr. Trne's Elixir
and Round Worm Expeller since 1851
for its double benefits to children when
troubled with constipation and for expel
ling intestinal Round Worms. As these
children have grown to adults, increasing
praise is given Dr. True's Elixir as a helpful
Laxative, agreeable to taste. At druggists

MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Correspondent

Union Church Circle will meet
Thursday and serve supper in the,
vestry at 5.30.
The Freshmen reception, spon
sored by the Senior Class, was held j
Friday night at the Blue Room.
Miss Edith Roberts, who is attend,
ing the Ballard Business School in
Rockland, passed the weekend with !
her parents. Mr and Mrs Allston
Roberts.
An historical pageant depicting
early scenes and happenings of
Viital Haven is being written hy
Harold Vinal. The dramatization
will be presented In Memorial hall
at the Sesqul-Centennlal celebra-'
tion in 1939
Mr. and Mrs. Vinal Arey of Mont
pelier. Vt.. and Mr. and Mrs. Paul i
Clogston of North Troy. Vt., who {
have been guests of Mrs. Lena Da- j
vidson. returned home Friday.
Alfred Brown returned Friday
from Rockland where he visited
Mrs. Brown who is a patient at Knox
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Converse of!
Westport. Conn. are guests at "The
Moors."
H. A. Townsend,, Mrs. Ella Ames:
aqd Mrs. Carl Ames visited Friday j
in Rockland.
Carolyn Dyer returned Friday1
from Rockland where she was guest!
the past week of Edith Roberts.
Austin Calderwcod returned Sat
urday from Rockland.
Mrs. Irving Fifield is on vacation
Irom Senter Crane store.
Mr and Mrs. Fritz Johnsen have
as guests Mr. and Mrs. Er.c John- 1
•on of Needham. Mass.. John Hog
an of Weymouth Mass., and Fred I
Haley of Dedham. Mass.
Marguerite Chapter. OES.. will
be inspected Wednesday.
Mrs i
Ellen Thomas is chairman of th?
supper committee.
Woodcock-Casste-Ccombs
Pos’. 1
A. L.. met Wednesday night at L
A. Coombs' bungalow at Shore Acres
Supper was served by N. C Sholes
B. E Andrews and H. L. Coombs
Vice Commander Andrews epenee
the meeting. Fourteen members
were present and these guests. Frank
Grimes. J. H Roberts of Philadelphna. and George Bright of Wes:
Medford. Mass. The building com
mittee reported that the new Leg-on
hall is free from debt, but several
hundred dollars will be required to
finish the building. Legion and Aux
iliary are grateful to those who do
nated service, time and money
Officers elected were: Commander.
B. Andrews; vice commanders. Wil
liam Hear. Bruce Orindle; finance j
officer. O. F Creed; adjutant, H A
Townsend: chaplain, H. L. Coombs;
sergeant at arms. Henry Ewell;
service officer. N. C. Sho'.es; histori
an. David Duncan. Installation w.U
take place Oct. 19. The Post expects
to have the Legion Home opened by
Armistice Day.
Greyhound Speed
A greyhound can outrun a horse
at short distances, and at top speed
will hit about 45 miles an hour, Lit
erary Digest says. In top racing
condition a dog should weigh ap
proximately 60 pound: and stand
from 26 to 28 inches at the shoulder.
Whether chasing ostriches in South
Africa, deer in South Wales or me
chanical rabbits in Florida grey
hounds run by sight, not by scent.

t

World—Universe

Dealers Set Week to Demonstrate
Helpful New Washers and Ironers

RYTEX

CINEMA
Printed Stationery
You'll go “cinematic” when you
use RYTEX CINEMA Printed
Stationery . . . the favorite sta
tionery of the actors, actresses,
producers, writers and social
leaders.

You'll like its “hand made”
appearance ... its deckled sheets
and envelopes ... its smooth
writing surface ... its low price.

September Only
100 SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES

$1.00
Postage 15c Extra

Printed with your Name and
Address on Sheets and Envelopes
. . . Blue. Black. Brown or Red
Ink. Delightfully smart colors
of paper . . . Studio brown . . .
Camera blue . . . Film grey.
For home or
gifts. On sale
Only!

school, or for
for September

The Courier-Gazette

verywhere throughout the paign to end washday drudgery Id

E

country October 23-29 is to be
observed as National Washer and
Ironer Week, when dealers will co
operate to show homemakers the
newest and best in home launder
ing equipment.
Display windows will be ablaze
with posters and cards in red, yel
low and black, attracting the atten
tion of every passerby to the latest
in washers and ironers for house
hold use.
W. Neal Gallagher, president of
the American Washer and Ironer
Manufacturers’ Association, shown
In the picture here, was photo
graphed examining some of the
material that will be used by
dealers In their cooperative cant-

the unlucky homes that still do not
have labor-saving equipment.
"Almost half of our electrified
homes still lack washers," he said
“Furthermore, many farm homes
have no washer of any kind. Many
of the washers now in use have
been run so long that they should
be replaced by the more econom
ical. more efficient washers that
will be shown during the Week.
The need for ironers is even
greater. There will be demonstra
tions of these, too. Dealers In every
community will cooperate to show
women the great Improvements
that have been made Id washers
and ironers ln the past few.
xeare."
. 4
-

Men Talk More Than Women
The world is the earth and its in
According to a noted psychologist,
habitants; the universe is the whole
system of created -things, including , men do more talking then women
and are naturally the more talka
the sun, planets and stars.
tive sex. He says men like to hear
themselves talk because they think
Mayflies Do Not Live Long
what they say is more important
Some Mayflies in the adult stage,
than what women say.
And,
flutter about for an evening, mate,
strangely enough, says Pearson’s
drop their packets of fertilized eggs
London Weekly, he asserts, women
and die before sunrise.
also believe that what men say is
Our Promises
more important than their own chat
"What we promises," said Uncle
ter. This is attributed to the im
Eben, “ain’ de same as what we
pression many men give women:
does. A promise don’t carry wif it that women are the inferior sex
de gift of prophecy.”
and not as intelligent in conversa
tion as their male companions.
London's Water Supply
Whatever the reason, it is generally
Much of London's water supply is agreed among psychologists that
drawn from a great lake underlying men do more talking than women.
the chalk bed on which the city is
built.
Hindus First Settlers of Java
Wild Wheat in Palestine
The original inhabitants and set
Wild wheat grows in Palestine but tlers of Java were Hindus who seem
it was not discovered and identified to have first visited the island about
until 1905.
75 A. D. Dutch rule in the island
Egyptians Made Varnish
The Egyptians knew how to make
varnish by using soft resins melted
in oil.
Size of Westminster Abbey
Westminster abbey is 531 feet
long, 203 feet wide and its tower
rises 225 feet above the ground.

Argentine’s Smallest Province
The smallest and most densely
populated province of the Argen
tine Republic is Tucuman.
Oldest French Town in U. S.
Sault Ste. Marie. Mich., is claimed
to be the oldest French town in
the United States.
Named Ten Court Members
Washington named ten members

Of the United States Supreme court.

began in 1610 and there was a brief
rule by the French and later by
the British. The Dutch resumed
possession in 1817. The island is
about 49,000 square miles. From
end to end of the island there is a
mountain chain, and on the western
part of the island there are several
parallel shorter chains.
To the
north there are a few isolated moun
tains. There are 43 volcanoes. The
population is divided into Euro
peans, natives (Malays) and foreign
Orientals (Chinese and Arabs).

READ THE ADS

r. True’s Elixir

THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE and ROUND WORM EXPELLER

yyHAT is the lady doing, children? She is

making a batch of ripe grape jeily

Her

family is very, very happy about this. Just
like most families, it would much rather

have (/rape jelly than any other kind.
Where did the lady get the grapes’ Well,

perhaps she has an arbor all her own

Here,

you see, she is picking lovely hunches, ripe

oil' the vine.

And her short-boil jelly will

taste exactly like the grapes.

But maybe she took her basket and went
into the woods to pick some wild grapes .. .

that’s next best to having them right in your
very own garden. Wild grape jelly should

always he saved for company'

Perhaps those grapes came from the vine

of some kind neighbor, at her suggestion.

Of course, you’ll send lier a glass or more of
the finished quivering spreads, perfect in

flavor and texture.
But of course everybody who can’t grow,
II
or borrow, or pick her grapes can buy them

from the farmer’s roadside stand, or at the
market

Haste'

just

around

Make Jelly!

the

Make

corner

Grapes are ripe!

It’s so very, very easy to make ripe grape jelly. Follow these
Jelly Making Club recipes for perfect products every time:
Ripe Grape Jelly
5 cups lit, lbs I Juice
cups 1.2*4 lbs t sugar
1 box powjered fruit pectin

To prepare juice, stem about 344
pounds fully ripe grapes and crush
thoroughly Add l1 4 cups water,
bring to a boil, and simmer, cov
ered, 10 minutes Place fruit in jelly
cloth or bag and squeeze out juice.
Measure sugar into dry dish and
set aside until needed Measure
juice into a 5- to 6-quart saucepan,
filling up last cup with water if
necessary, place over hottest fire.
Add powdered fruit pectin, mix well,
and continue stirring until mixture
comes to a hard boil At once pour
in sugar, stirring constantly Con
tinue stirring, bring to a full roll
ing boil and boil hard 44 minute.
Remove from fire. skim, pour quick
ly Paraffin hot jelly at once. Makes

about 11 glasses (6 fluid ounce*

each)
Venison Jelly
(Uting bottled grape

juice)

4 cups i13« lbs ) sugar
2 cups «l lb i bottled grape Juice
'« cup apple vinegar
*i teaspoon cloves
1 teaspoon cinnamon
4 bottle fruit pectin

Measure sugar, grape Juice, vln«
gar. and spices into ’ quart sauce
pan and mix. (Any desired combi
nation of spices may be used.)
Bring to a boil over hottest fire and
at once add bottled fruit pectin,
stirring constantly. Then bring to •
full rolling boil and boil hard 44
minute. Remove from fire. skim,
pour quickly. Paraffin hot jelly at
once Makes about 5 glasses (6 fluid
ounces each).

nurse’s training. Miss Dyer was
one of this year's graduates.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Grant
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Greenlaw are
and Mrs. Irving Grant are on a mo spending a two weeks' vacation at
tor trip to Machias.
their home in Deer Isle.
Mr. and Mrs. Elston Cooper re
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Waterman
turned Sunday to Massachusetts,
are on a vacation trip to Massachu
having been guests of Mr. Cooper's
setts.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Miss Blanche Cushing is in Sara
Cooper for the past week.
sota.
Fla., where she will spend the
Lester Stone has returned from
Knox Hospital where he underwent winter.
A rummage sale will be held in
a tonsil operation.
Mrs. Lena Dickey and young son Library hall Thursday for the beneCurtis. leave today for Portland, fit of the Baptist Church,
where Curtis will receive treatment, Mr. and Mrs. Bryant Hopkins is
at the Children’s Hospital.
: visiting Mr. Hopkin's parents, Mr.
Ann Dyer, daughter of Mr and and Mrs. W. S. Hopkins.
Mrs. Jetson Dyer has entered St. I Milton Ames has returned from
Agnes Hospital in Baltimore for the seasons yachting.
Mildred Reed of Massachusetts is
j visiting her sister, Mrs. Argyle Mc
Donald.
Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson have
1 returned to Massachusetts after
spending a week with Mr. Ander1 son's sister, Mrs. Arthur Beverage.
Hubert Grant ts in New York and
unable to return until travelling
conditions are adjusted from the
recent hurricane and flood

NORTH HAVEN

SWAN'S ISLAND
Mrs. Adelbert Bridges is spending,
' two weeks on the mainland.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kent passed
two days in Rockland recently.

LAND OF GADGETS

MOST INGENIOUS IS
THE BRONCHOSCOPE

MORE MECHANICAL DEVICES DO
WITH WHICH DOCTORS
MORE JOBS FOR AMERICANS THAN HAVE REMOVED PINS,
ANY OTHER PEOPLE ON EARTH!
PADLOCKS AND EVEN

SMALLEST GADGET
IS THE "GRAIN OF

LAST YEAR ALONE MORE THAN
FALSE TEETH FROM
■37.000 PATFNTS WERE GRANIEDl LUNGS & STOMACHS1

WHEAT” LIGHT BULB.
USED IN SURGICAL WORK.

TQ U.S. INVFNT0P5

IT TAKES ONLV l'A VOLTS

ABSURDITIES LIKE THIS *
MECHANICAL HAT-LIFTER.
ARE THE BANE OF THE
PATENT OFFICE... VERY

FEW, FORTUNATELY, ARE
EVER MANUFACTURED
THE PRACTICAL MIDDLE GROUND IS
OCCUPIED BY HUNDREDS 0E USEFUL
HOME APPLIANCES EYEMPLIFIED BY

THIS ALMOST-HUMAN TOASTER WHICH

THE TIMES /

|fl5l

PHASED TOR 86 VSABS

TIMES EACH SLICE, EJECTS IT WHEN DONE
£ TURN? ITSELF OFF, US HOUSEWIVES BUV ,
$L50Q,OOQ,OOOWORTH OF SUCH DEVICES ANNUALLY.

The Methodist Ladies Aid met
Thursday with Mrs. Ella Morse.
Mrs Grace Stanley of Bar Harbor
has been guest of Mrs. Frank
Bridges for a week.
George Jellison is in Portland for
medical treatment.
Dr. Burton Munroe of New Hamp
shire has a log cabin in process of
construction on Alfred's Point ln
Mackerel Cove. The logs were de
livered by truck to McKinley and
brought here by scow and boat.
VINAL HAVF.N A ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Rockland, Me.
Effective September 16, ISM
Eastern Standard Time
Swan’s Island Line
Rend Down
P M
A. M.
Arr. 5.40
6.00 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Lv. 4 40
7.00 Lv. Stonington,
Lv. 3.25
8.00 Lv. North Haven,
9.00 Arr. Rockland,
Lv. 2.13
Vinal Haven Line
A. M.
P. M.
8.00 Lv. Vinal Haven,
Arr. 3.30
9.15 Arr. Rockland,
Lv. 2.15
Read Up
lU-tf
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LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

CAMDEN

Tel. 2229

don't let your nerves get tired, upset!
Irish Setter

He’s giving his

Native of Ireland. Believed to be a cross of

English setter, spaniel and pointer. Originally

As collected by our correspondent,
GILBERT IIARMON

UmdtD PmbMIm.

Telephone, Camden 113

Charles S. Knight, son of Mrs Mrs. Nancy Jones, are leaving Fri
Ruth Knight and the late Linley day for the South. Miss Betsy Ross
Knight, and Miss Vino Masalin. will spend the winter in New York.
"Marihuana " a very unusual pic
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Ossian
Masalin, both of Lincolnville)' wer? ture is showing at the Comique
united in marriage Saturday night, Wednesday and Thursday. This
at the Methodist parsonage. Rev. picture gives a true portrayal of
Weston P. Holman officiated, using the effect of Marihuana cigarettes !
the single ring service. The couple on smokers and shows how the
were attended by Mr and Mrs. dope is smuggled.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith and
Reino Masalin of Lincolnville. Mr.
and Mrs. Knight will reside in daughter Jean visited Sunday with
Mr. Smith's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lincolnville.
Mrs. Grace "Bemis will be liostess James Smith in Skowhegan.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Regnier and
Wednesday to the Methodist Ladles
Aid at the horn- of Mrs. Percy Luce. Mr. and Mrs. Leon O. Crockett spent
the weekend on a trip to Moose- j
Sea street.
Gilbert Laite who is taking a head Lake and Jackman.
Miss Mary Cunningham, a danc- ,
six-months course at New England
Institute of Embalming in Boston, ing teacher in Bath, was guest Fri
day and Saturday of Miss Doris
spent the weekend at home.
A supper will be served Saturday Heald.
Ocean View Tea Room has closed
from 5.30 to 7 standard time in the
Methodist vestry under the aus after a successful season.
A. K Thorndike who is town1
pices of the Ladies Aid.
Mrs. Charles Atkins, superinten manager in Pittsfield was a recent
dent of the Cradle Roll Department visitor at his home.
For the benefit of those wishing
of the Baptist Church School, will
be hostess at a party given for the to attend Union Fair, schools will
children of that department and observe this schedule tomorrow. |
their mothers Tuesday from 230 High School, one session, closing at j
11.30 o'clock; grade schools, closing
to 4.30 in the church parlors.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge at 11.30. no afternoon session.
Seaside chapter. O.ES. was in
meets Wednesday at 7.30 for elec
spected last night by Mrs Sadi? P
tion of officers.
A spark from a chimney ignited Grover of York. Grand Matron of
the shingles and caused a small fire Grand Chapter of Maine.
Emmett Eaton of New Rochelle,
Sunday in the roof of Clarence
Holbrooks house on upper Wash N. Y . son of Capt. and Mrs. Frank
ington street. The quick response Eaton formerly of Camden ls visit
of the fire department brought ing Mrs. Frank Eaton. Chestnut
the flames under control before street.
Dr. Maitland Alexander of yacht
much damage was done.
Mr and Mrs. Percy R. Keller arn Viator left Camden harbor for New
in Boston whnre Mr. Keller is at York Sunday with Capt. Arthur
tending the annual conference oi Wagrer in command.
Mrs. Florice Pitcher is spending
city managers.
Mr and Mrs. Charles C. Wood at a few days in Boston.
Mrs. Flora Weaver of Ellswortn
tended the Fall Conclave of the
183rd District of Rotary Interna is spending the week with Mr. ar.d
tional at Squaw Mountain Inn. Mrs. Willis Pitcher.
Moosehead Lake, over the weekend. Mrs. William Haskell of Union,
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Belyea and Mr. Miss Mildred Slater of Weeks Mills
and Mrs. Albion Shaw spent Sun and Mrs. Sarah Weeks of Coopers
day in Charleston, where the'’ Mills were recent callers on Mrs.
visited Ralph Belyea who is a stu , A. L. Worthing.
Ludwig E. Setter has bought the
dent at Higgins Classical Institute.
Freda Burkett Ls employed at A Samoset cottage on High street
from the Keep Estate. The sale
B Stevenson'^ new candy store.
Mrs. John M Wadsworth has ■ was transacted through the Allen
been visiting relatives in Bangor Insurance Agency.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Weaver of
for the past week
The "Wildfire" owned by Fred Ellsworth were dinner guests Sun
erick Flood of Boston, and the day of Mr and Mrs. Willis Pitcher.
Fayaway owned by George James of [ The first card party of the staWarwick. Vt.. are in for storage at -on will be held Saturday night at
8 o'clock by Megunticook Grange.
the Railway.
Mrs. Theodore Ross and sister. Refreshments will be served.

The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
meet Thursday afternoon, instead
of Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
Josephine Wall. As there is much
work to be done, a large attendance
is desired.
Casper Daucett is visiting his
sister Mrs. Elizabeth Libby and
brother Lewis Daucett in Manches
ter. N. H.
Edythe. Hilda and Patricia Wall
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Young in Camden.
Miss Anne Townsend and Mrs.
Edward Boehm have returned from
a motor trip to Canada.
Miss Marion Weidman returned
Sunday from a visit with relatives
in New York. They witnessed many
sad results of the recent hurricane
on their homeward trip.
Mrs. W. A. Paul ls somewhat im
proved from recent illness.
The Johnson Society will meet
Wednesday night with Mrs. N. F.
Atwood.
The Ladies' Aid will hold an allday session Wednesday at thc
Methodist vestry.
Miss Hazel Wall has returned to
her duties in the Belfast office of
the Central Maine Power Co. after
a two weeks’ vacation, a part of
which was spent with her sister.
Mabel Wall in Attleboro. Mass., and
the remainder with her parents.
Capt. and bfrs. S. H. Wall.
Mrs. William T. Elliott returned
to Philadelphia Monday after pass
ing the summer at her cottage on
Mechanic street.
Prin. and Mrs. George Cunning
ham and daughters Nancy and
Hope, spent the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Cunningham in
Whitefield.
Miss Lois Burns, who for the past
three weeks has been at the Sar
gent School Camp at Peterboro. N
H„ arrived home Sunday, it being
necessary to close the camp be
cause of lack of food and water.
This camp, which is situated about
eight miles from Peterboro village
on Half Moon Lake, was complete
ly shut off from all outside com- ■
munication as a result of the hur
ricane and a week of steady down
pour. During the high wind Wed
nesday many large trees surround
ing the campus were tom up by the
roots, rain flooded some of the cab
ins occupied as sleeping quarters by
the girls, and wharves and floats
were washed away. The girls were
sent to their homes in relays, 50
leaving Saturday. 50 Sunday and
the remaining number Monday.
Great damage was also reported to
the McDowell Music Camp in the
same town.
• • • •
Lobsterman Believed Drowned

Joliore at World’s Fair of West

An exact replica of the Johore “Dewan" or Sultan’s Council
House will be built by the Sultan of Johore at the 1939 Golden Gate
International Exposition on Treasure Island in San Francisco Bay.
Here is au architect’s sketch of the Johore exhibit.

Living Roorn in I he Modern Key

Gradually the modern theme Is
changing the scene in the American
home. More and more newly con
structed houses show this Influence
In simple Interiors, airy, spacious,
and restful to the eye because the
usual clutter of form and design ls

The fireplace faced with glass like
that pictured is very much 20th
Century. It has a convenient clean
gas fire in the form of simulated
white birch logs and gives off radi
ance at a moment's notice, making
a cheery, comfortable substitute (or

lagkiqg.

sunshine.

------
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red and white in coloring. Today’s standards

nerves a rest...and so is she

call for solid mahogany red or rich golden chest

nut. Essentially a gun dog. Bold, hardy, yet
remarkably gentle nature. Noted for long life.

DOG pictured above has a nervous
THE
system amazingly similar to yours, with
this difference: It is the nature of the dog to
rest when he needs rest. It is the nature of
mankind to drive on...until nerves jerk and
twitch... until you are cross and irritable...

tired out without knowing it. No matter which

of the common forms of tenseness you feel, try
this experiment: Ease up and enjoy a Camel.
Camels are made from costlier tobaccos.
They are so mild and comforting. Smokers
find that “Let up —light up a Camel” puts
more zest into life, and that Camel’s costlier
tobaccos soothe their nerves.

MILLIONS FIND

Let up—light up a Camel”

puts more joy into living
Terrell Jacobs, lion trainer, and “Tony” Conccllo,

circus aerialist (rigAf), both testify to thc value of
“Let up—light up a Camel.” “Animals can spring

into instant action—then relax,” says Jacobs.

“We are apt to get our nerves all wound up with
our tense wa v of living—can’t let go. 1 find that

Camels soothe my nerves.” “Terrell’s right,”
Miss Concello says. “When my nerves are tired,

a Camel helps them to rest.”

pip you

know:

— that one tablespoon

Smoke 6 packs of

ful of tobacco seed will

Camels and find

sow 100 square yards?

out why they are

Right down to t he day

the LARGEST-

of harvest, Camel to
bacco expens watch the

SELLING

development of the crop

CIGARETTE

in each locality. The

IN AMERICA

Camel cigarette buyers

know where the mild,
choice, aromatic tobacco

Fred L. McDaniel, cow

is, and buy accordingly.

boy (right), says :“W’hen

I feel nervous I let up,

Camels are a matchless
blend ot finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS —
Turkish and Domestic

and light up a soothing

Camel. Camels are mild
— I smoke ’em steadily.

They are so comforting,

and never tire my taste.”
„t. I'll.

M. 1.

lotare. O. . »

NC. A

LET UP_ L/CHP UP A CAMEL.'
Smokers find Camel’s Costlier Tobaccos are SOOTHING TO THE NERVES
Tobacco Cultivated for Ages
Though harrassed by many ills
and insects, tobacco has been cul
tivated for centuries. It was used
in America when the Spaniards ar
rived. Long before, however. Cu
ban aborigines rolled the large
leaves cigar fashion and smoked
them. These they called tobaccos.
Later the term became tobacco. To
bacco seeds are first planted in
hotbeds or nurseries. In about six
we-'ks the infant shrubs are moved
to fields. An unbranched stem often
grows six feet high. Leaves some
times are two feet long. When the
foliage begins to turn the plants are
cut. usually near the base.

accompanied them on their re
turn for a week's visit.
Mrs. Franklin Trussell is spend
ing a few weeks ln .Palmer and
Lowell. Mass.
Mrs. Sarah Seavey of Pleasant
Point has been visiting Miss Lcnata
Marshall.
Mr. and Mrs. William Clayter. Jr.,
of Lincolnville were recent visitors
at the home of Maynard Gardner.
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Simmons
visited relatives in Attleboro. Mass,
recently.
Several from here attended the
ordination service Friday at the
Ridge Church.
John T Leach is a patient at
Knox Hospital.
]
Rev. and Mrs. Herbert Elwell and
daughter of Tenants Harbor were
| ln this community Wednesday on
a visit.
Mrs. Harold Marr of Portland
' has been guest of her father. Capt.
i Bertie Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Andrews and
children of Massachusetts have
been visiting relatives here
Mrs Arlene Morris has employ
ment in Rockland.
i
Jasper Baland and friend of Sta
ten Island. N. Y„ have been passing
a few days at the Balano homestead.
Several from here attended the >|
funeral services for Capt. Fretf I
Maloney at Pleasant Point.
Miss Helen Gilman and Mtss
Penelope Whitehead returned Mon' day to New York after passing the
summer at their cottage.
Mrs. Elliott and friends from Lo
well. Mass. spent a few days at thp
Fo'castle recently.
Photo Grace Lint
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Wilson
have returned to New York after
SELLING HIGH
a few weeks' visit with Mr. Wilson's
"pHESE Indians are keeping shop inces to barter and lo sell. Peddlers
father, James Wilson.

carrots; James Kinney 2d. carrots.
PORT CLYDE
A freak carrot with seven carrots
Miss Priscilla Robinson is at growing from one head was dis
Miss Dorothy Lowell of Chicago
tending Ballard's Business School played.
is spending a month with her par
in Rockland.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lowell.
Mrs. William Clayter. Sr., of
Miss Marie Hilt has employment GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Lincolnville was a caller Sunday
in Cambridge. Mass.
James Santar recently went to A gathering will be held Thurs at Mrs. Walter Simmons'.
Mrs. Alvalena Morton and son
Massachusetts
to
attend
his day at 730 at Mr. and Mrs. David
Lawrence
of Stillwater were guests
Hill's
in
Waldoboro.
All
are
wel

mother's funeral.
come.
Sunday of Mrs. Mollie Seavey who
Several from this community at
tended the ordination services held
recently at the Ridge Church tn
Martinsville for James W. Stewart.

ST. GEORGE

Alzenas S. Robbins. 63. a lobsterman is believed to have drowned
yesterday. He left the harbor in
the morning to haul lobster pots
near Oakland and at mid-afternoon
his empty boat was found by Clif
ford Rackliff a fisherman who took
the craft to the mooring and noti
fied officials.
An extended search by the Coast
Guard had not succeeded in re
covering thq body when this paper
nt to press.
Jr Robbins, originally a resident
Grangers Assemble For Fair
Deer Isle had made his home
St.
George Grange held its annual
- past few years in Rockport
the residence of Mrs. Jennie fair Wednesday. The weatherman
furnished a pleasant afternoon and
.rtford.
the usual crowd was out.
A baked bean supper under the
GLEN COVE
Penobscot View Grange will hold direction of Mrs. Eugene Rackliff?
its annual fair Oct. 14. with Mrs. was served. An auction sale of the
Mary Gregory as chairman. She exhibits was held after the supper.
Mrs. Alden of Rockland received
will be assisted by these committees:
Apron table. Mrs Winnie Clinton, the herring bone quilt; Ernest Ed
Mrs. Margaret Maxey; vegetable wards of Rockland, a pair of hand
table. Mr. and Mrs. Karl Packard; worked pillow slips; and Albert
miscellaneous table. Mrs. Lula Rice, Thomas of Lynn. Mass., a dripolaMrs. Lena Coose; candy table. Mrs. tor.
Those winning premiums award
Golden Munro. Miss Gladys Coose;
grabs. Mrs. Leona Risteen; ice ed for the best exhibits were: First.
cream, Mrs. Lizzie Morton, beano, Mrs Melvin Cline, flowers; May
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Gregory; pro nard Kinney, eggs; W. L. Robinson,
gram. Norman Crockett; supper pee wee eggs; Almond Hall, honey;
committee. Mrs. Mary Gregory, Mrs. A. C. Kinney. "Early Roc" potatoes
Nellie Hall. Mrs Marie Gregory; James E. Kinney, "Robinson Rose '
Miss Therese Smith; dining room potatoes and beets; James E. Kin
committee. Mrs Minnie Miles, Mrs. ney 2d beets; James Riley carrots;
Marion Waldron. Miss Esther Dun James E. Kinney. 2d onions; P J.
ham. Mtss Lucinda Rich, Miss Flor Peterson a pepper; Cyrus Hilt, cran
ence Philbrook. Miss Jeanette Phil berries, Mrs. Cyrus Hilt, relish;
Cyrus
Hilt, lobsters.
potatoes,
brook.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hall were “white spine" cucumbers; Julius
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Polky. cabbage; Perry Jones. "Irish
Cobbler” potatoes; Nathan Fuller
Frank Vincent at Georges Lake.
Mrs. Ma:y Hal! and daughter potatoes; James E. Kinney. "Hol
Emily have been enjoying motor low Crown" parsnips and a Hub
trips th •> week to Bar Harbor aua bard squash; James Riley. Ruia
Baga-turnips, cucumbers, yellow
Lewiston.
Mr. nnd Mrs. George Woodward hubbard squash, and pie pumpkins.
in company with Mrs. Clark, daugh Percy Dennison, squash; E. I. Pease.
ter Betty and Grover Davis were 28 pound pumpkin;James Sautar,
corn.
visitors Surdav in Fairfield.
.
Richard Racklifl dined Sunday nt Second premiums went to W. L.
Robinson, eggs; James E. Kinney.
Mr. and Mrs. Wl'Jnm Lufkin's
Saunder s unch rm m has closed Danvers carrots; James E Kinney
2d. potatoes; A. C. Kinney, cabbage:
after a successful re; son.
Clifford
Lufkin
and
Lewis James Riley. Green Mountain pota
Tatham visited Sunday on Monne- toes and green Hubbard squash;
Eugene Rackliffe, lobsters and
gan.
Mr. and’Mrs. Watson Robbins of pumpkin.
Third premiums went to Nathan
Bar Harbor passed the weekend
Fuller,’ carrots; Lewis Robinson,
with Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Gregory.

Traveling Around America

* in the highest capital in the
world. And petticoat row In the
background vies with bags of coffee,
and chuno for the favor of custom
ers. The marketplace ln La Paz,
capital of Bolivia, resting 12.700 feet
above sea level, presents the most
colorful Indian gathering to be seen
In South America, and Is the mecca
for travelers making the weekly
cruises from New York to South
America's. West Coast.
This skytrp market Is throng-d
with Aymarns, descendants of the
Indians of the Inca Empire, and with
cholos, half Spanish, half 'ndlan,

who come here from the Inland prov

wander through the streets selling
sweatmeatsand fruits. Womensiton
the sidewalk aud spin, or bake maize
over little bonfires. Shopkeepers pre
side over stalls overflowing with
handwoven rugs and shawls. The
cholas swirl along In a dozen or
more billowing skirts looking for all
the world like beach umbrellas. The
Indians shamble around In ponchos
and derbies, chewing the Inevitable
coca leaf. And stately llamas step
haughtily through tho crowds dis
dainful of their lowly packs which
are usually made up of rice, coca, or
bananas. The place ls s paradise for
the caaera-mlndeih__ _____________

Addressing thc President
The style or title by which the
President of the United States
should be addressed was among the
problems facing the very first con
gress. A committee appointed by
the house of representatives for this
purpose, in 1790, reported back: "It
will be proper to address the Presi
dent: ‘His Highness, the President
of the United States of America, and
Protector of their Liberties’."

Do This If You’re

NERVOUS
Don’t take chances on products you know
nothing about or rely on temporary relief
when there’s need of a good general system
tonic like time-proven Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, made etpeciaUy for
women from wholesome herbs and roots.
Let Pinkham’s Compound help build up
more physical resistance and thus aid in
calming jungly nerves, lessen distress from
female functional disorders and make life
worth living.
For over 60 years one woman has told
another how to go “smiling thru” with
Pinkham’s—over 1,000,000 women have
written in reporting glorious benefits—it
MUST BE GOOD!

SPECIAL OFFER!
For a Limited Time Only

500 Sheets 8*2x11
Yellow Second

Sheet
SPRUCE HEAD

■

A clean smooth sheet, for busi
ness—for school—for typewriter.

Through the kindness of Mr. and
Mrs. H P Blodgett school child
ren recently visited “Montpelier '
Cars were provided by Mrs. Elbert
Burton. Mrs Norman Drinkwater
Miss Ethel Holbrook the teacher
J and the hosts. With the serving
of ice cream enroute a pleasant aft
ernoon was enjoyed and deeply
J appreciated.

Only 37c
for 500 sheet package
We I)o Not Break Packages
Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra

The Courier-Gazette
KQCKI.ANU, MAINE

Page Six nrrr
Jean Crie. Jean Gilchrest. Rose
Mitchell. Lorraine Armstrong. Elea
nor Nelson. Billy Condon. Payson
George, Peter Lynch. Ralph Paul
JESSIE M STEWART
sen. Russell Kelley. Richard Bean,
and Leon Simmons.
Correspondent
The Pine Cone Troop. Girl
Tel. 149-13
Scouts met Friday at the Levensa
ler house. A weinie roast was enSermon subjects 'this week at the, ojyed out of doors, preceding the
Pentecostal assembly are: Wednes meeting.
day, ‘ Blessed Insurance." Thursday, j Grace Chanter. OES . will meet
"Disease and its Remedies" (illus Wednesday night at 7.30 in Masonic
trated); Friday “The Ten Comand- hall. After the meeting there will
ments;’’ Sunday. 1.15. Sunday be a rehearsal of the officers, in
School and adult Bible class; 230. preparation for the annual inspec-!
"Bible study on Psalm One; 7.30. tion, which will be held the last of
"The Pearl of Great Price •’
October.
Audrey Simmons entertained her ( The Contract Club met Friday at
classmates, Thursday from 4-6 cele- the Levensaler houpse. Mrs. F. G. I
brating her 12th birthday. The Campbell of Warren. Miss Lucy
table decorations were pink and Rokes and Miss Harriet Dunn were
blue with turtles as favors. Games! the prize winners. The Club meets '
were played, after which a lunch of! at the same place next Friday aft
sandwiches, three birthday cakes.J ernoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Seekins and
punch and candy were served.
Prizes at games were awarded thus:, daughter Mildred were weekend
Peanut hunt. Rose Mitchell. 'Billy" guests of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley McCondon; consolation prize. Virginia Gowan.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Anderson en
Roes; guessing the number of beans
in a bottle. Phyllis Hall; pinning on tertained the Rook Club Saturday [
Wimpy's Necktie. Jean Gilchrest; night. Prizes were won by Mr. and ’
beano. Jean Crie. Jean Gilchrest. Mrs. Stanley McGowan and the j
Eleanor Nelson. Priscilla Hastings. consolation by Weston Young.
The grand prize w’as awarded to, Miss Warrene Bulkeley and
returned to
Phyllis Hall. Those invited were brother Richard.
Priscilla Hastings. Eleanor Williams. Marblehead. Mass. Saturday, after
Phyllis Hall. Lois O'Neil. Barbara spending a week with their grand-1
Sullivan. Mary Luce. Virginia Roes. parents. Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Elliot.,

THOMASTON

★★★★

★★

Ito

Mrs. Esther Cobb. President of
the Auxiliary of the Williams-Bra
zier Post, A. L„ entertained Friday
at a card party in the Legion
rooms. Tlie guests were members
of the Legion and Auxiliary and
others who served on committees1
for the recent Legion Fair. There I
were five tables of auction and one,
of “63." Prizes were awarded in!
auction to Mr. and Mrs. W. B. D.
Gray, Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Dornan.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F Lynch. Mrs.
Roland J. LaChance. Mrs. Lilia Wil
liams. and Weston Young: at "63" j
Stanley Copeland.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brazier of
Portland called Sunday on relatives
in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Clark and
children Allen and Joyce of Port
land were callers Sunday on Mr.
Clark’s mother. Mrs Lucy Clark.
Miss Anna Dillingham enter
tained the "Sewing Club" Friday
night at a picnic supper with 13
members present.
Beano was
played. Miss Nellie Gardner won the
grand prize and Mrs. Lawrence
Dunn the consolation.
Knox County Chapter Red Cross
is called to help in the hurricane
relief fund. Thomaston Branch is
starting its quota with $25 from the
treasury. Contributions may be sent
to Mrs. R. O. Elliot, chairman or
Miss Jessie Stewart, treasurer, to be
credited to Thomaston's quota.
The Regional Red Cross confer-

b ET TER

BE ON THE SAFE, CONTENTED SIDE,
GET EXPERTS THROUGH

-THE CLAS'ff IFIED//

ITS COLUMNS
POINT THE PLACE
FOR AUTO PARTS'
ANO SUCH, TO
KNOW/

'erick M. Libbey Home, since the beence in Rockland Wednesday is'
i quest was made in memory of her
open to everyone. It will be in the
Advertisements In this column not
late husband, Frederick M. Libbey.
Community Building beginning at
to exceed three lines Inserted once for
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
9.30. with an afternoon session fol
ditional lines flve cents each for one
ALENA L. STARRETT
lowing the noonday meal at the
time 10 cente for three times. Six
Legal Notice
small words to a l'ne.
Correspondent
Methodist Church.
Representa
STATE OF MAINE
tives from Washington and Boston
#
County of Knox, se
TeL 49
are expected and there will be op
TO THE HONORABLE JUSTICE OF
THE SUPERIOR COURT, next to be
portunity to hear of the hurricane
' held at Rockland within and for the
relief work now being done. Din
Schools Will be closed Wednesday • county of Knox on the first Tuesday .
. .
... . _____________
j I cf November, A. D 1938
♦ ♦ ♦Are
ner
reservations should bemade if. falr
.lhat
puplis
may attend
j VwiTd'ctneron^of Rockland In ! B your door bell out♦of♦ gear?
with Mrs. Ellingwood or Mrs.Spear, union fair The day will be made said county of Knox, being the wife all your electrical appliances in order
,
Chon
,
.
,
of Cyril Stanley Cameron, respectfully {or winter? Do you need any kind of
A stated meeting Of Grace Chap- up later jn the term, probably on represents that she was lawfully mar- work Well and promptly done? Call
If you have Rral Estate to buy
‘ rled to the said Cyril Stanley Cameron
Orace
, day- w w s'lRONO. Tel. 19-W at 43jlj.jjg
ter OES. will be held Wednesday Columbus Day.
I «-.aid Rockland on the ninth
or sell—city, farm, or shore—or
wish to rent or hire a Home or
night at 7.30.
p A, btarrett
otarrptt Auxiliary.
Auxiliary t>.u.v
SUV .. j ot
February. A. D 1928; that they
PATIENTS wanted at Rest Haven
.
. The work
. _ will
. be E
nfVer ,lved wgether „ husband and
Cottage, advertise in this column.
exemplified and a rehearsal will meets Wednesday. This committee i wife; that your libellant has always Convalescent Home EVA AMES. 105
Limerock St . Rockland. Tel. 1293
Telephone 770.
follow the meeting. Officers need will hftve charge of the dlnner, ~jX7d Va'VXS’^
.&d.
115*117
POSITION, as allround cook. H T
not wear white.
Mrs Edna white. Miss Lizzie Wins- tlonatewlfe: that o^said^ nlnth^day of
SMALL furnished house to let at
70-tf
Mrs Madolin Spear. Mrs. Lura low
^jrs william Stickney and , stamiej ycameron utterly deserted your PERRY. 44 Oay St., city.
Spruce Head near salt water; new
Libby. Miss Helen Studley and Mrs. M Mildred White Members not i **b*'lta“t without cause'and that 'said
,y “aV^SHOUSE ’ ns-lis garagf' ldeal tor cottage through fall
v
Alls. Aiuarea wnne. meinuers uui , ,ter dvser
tion has
for three
Apply at rvkss noiar, up na months or as year-around
home; rent
year-,
utter
desertion
has continued
continued —
------ work.
____________________
lOC-tf
CALL f93-W.
Avis Brazier and Mrs Ruth perry solicited are requested to furnish consecutive rears next prl r to the 111man wanted. Ill this locality, to act reasonable,
of Rockland, members Of Grace >weets
| lng ol this llbej; that tl» residence of as direct representative for tenable,.
the *ald Cyril Stanley Cameron Is un- • nursery firm. All Fruit Trees. Roses. | ‘
Aiovondnr boc ™ known to your libellant and cannot etc completely guaranteed. InvestChapter. OES. attended supper
Mrs. Lettie Alexander nas reascertained by reasonable diligence; mW or experience unnecessary
Pay |
♦
and Inspection Of Seaside Chapter
.
Roslindale Mass after that there ls no collision between youi weekly CONNECTICUT VALLEY NCR- i
I
led ntoht
, turned to imuwuk. maos..
llbeUant UIld the said Cyril Stanley SERIES Manchester. Conn
116‘lt I
’in rsmrten
t ,,,
Qf her ni
Mrs mueiv
AlbeTt rcameron to ootain
buln a, divorce
dlvorce------------------------------------------------Camden last nient
night..being
u atchmakfr—Rcnainna
watches 1 ♦
1
*
W White.
WHEREFORE she pray, that a divorce clo* ATC
a,?Tnd°8 C^.^nd
—
‘•'M

In Everybody’s Column

WARREN

REAL ESTATE
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WANTED

SERVICE GROCIRS

SEPT. 26 - OCT. 1
TAKE THE

RIGHT

ROAD TO THE

RIGHT STORE

... NATION -WIDE ...
•

FOR RIGHT FOOOS AT RIGHT PRICES

*

NATION-WIDE
NAI'ON-WIDE

t

CORN FLAKES
LA TOURAINE COFFEE
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

*CANS 4
. LGE
PKG 10c
1 LB
CAN

.

25C

3?ans23c

SILVER NIP

2

MUFFETS

QUAKER

pkgs

19c

XLENI
PURE

TOMATOES

VANILLA

BIRD’S—GOLDEN WAX

BEANS .

25<

2 oz
BOT

OWL'S HEAD

BANTAM

E-Z SOUP MIX

.

of

.

.

.

.

.

QUAKER CORN MEAL .

ENSIGN PRUNES

,

2 & 29
9OZ
JAR 13c
JAR 9c
6OZ
!8OZ25c
lnls

CRACKERS
- FRESH ANO CRISP
5£ftve WITH OySTERi

SOVAJ AND

1pkg-18^
Ik

CHOWKKil

RASPBERRY or PINEAPPLE
HiPPtes
COVCPPD WITH COCOANUT,
RIPPLES
Sc,
a
»
jeur!
FILLCO WITH RASPBeHPY OR
op marshmplloiv

pinc pplc

c

PKG

21,
PKG
ls15c
20<

.

kLS

....

JACK and JILL CAT FOOD .

DOT OYSTER

25c

29c
12OZ
PKGS 19c
2 PKGS 15c

.

.

NO 2
CANS

NO 2
CANS

....

MUSTARD

WHEAT .

.

SIFTED and TENDER

FRIEND’S BAKED BEANS PEA^EDEKIDNEyEyE
Ialad

cans

CORN .

WHOLE GREEN PEAS

FRENCH’S

3 25c
A HO
2
CANS 21<

.

festal

PEAS

CANS

I

NATION-WIDE

CLEANSER

CANS

TC

20 MULE TEAM

BORAX

.

BORAXO

FOR THE
HANDS

SPRY.................................

may be decreed betw.en her and the deHver

Federated Youth Service
. _

X.

Sunshine

—By THE COURIER-GAZETTE

“POEMS OF PROFIT’

FOR SALE

F<OC>D
SHI
----VA LUIES ,

CREAM

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 27, 1938

1 LB
CAN

NATION-WIDE GRANULATED SOAP

Ad
21C

1 7c
CAN 1 5c
PKG

#-

57c
LGE
PKG 19c

3 LB
CAN

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

.

il

A Rally Day service. Under the
Christian Banner" was presented
Sunday in the Federated Sunday
School. Two Heralds in Scout uniform called the members to rally;
Eugene Fales. by trumpet and
Joseph Richards by proclamation.
All members joined in singing. “Onward Faithful Members." A responsive service followed. Alma
Leach and Frances Wotton collectr
ed the offering. The superintendent. Mrs. Edith Richards in a short
address, gave the meaning of Rally

A

T

Jean Gilchrest. Marjorie Cushing Norwood and Mr. and Mrs Everett
Jean Crie. Eleanor Gregory. Vir- Hastings of this town. Mrs. Robbins
ginia Roes. Edwin Leach, Elmer of Union, her weekend guest. Miss
Biggers, James Gilchrest. Payson Margaret Milliken of Portland, and
George and Roy Swanholm gave an Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hastings of
South Hope.
exercise called “Rally."
Miss Janet Wade is enrolled at
The theme of the service. "The
Sure Foundation," was given by the Ballard Business School in
Mrs. Nina Leach; followed by the Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills, accom
singing of "The Church's One
Foundation." In answer to tlie panied by Miss Cora Robinson of
superintendent’s question - "Why I Thomaston and Mrs. Mina Rines
should we rally and give faithful
this town, were in Waterville,
and loyal service to the Sunday, Sunday where Mr. Mills attended
School?" a member from each de- |
meetinB of the Maintenance of
partment responded. Mrs Rena "3' EmP'°>esWotton for the Adults. Ruth MilMr- and Mrs Charles HysIer had
■ as weekend guest. Rev. J. C. C.
ler. Intermediate. Lorraine Butler,
Hawkins of East Machias, who sup
Primary and Constance Knights,
plied Sunday at the Baptist Church.
beginners.
Mrs. Shirley Grindle (Evelyn
The Beginners sang "Jesus Loves
Staples) of South Penobscot, passed
Me." Five members of the Pri
the weekend with Mrs. Fred Wyllie,
mary Department. Signe Swanholm [
and Mrs. Chester Wyllie.
I Nancy Libby. Robert Beattie. Gay
Mrs. Annie Pole of Allerton,
Stetson and Paul Simpson, told
Mass., has been guest of Mr and
"Why the Primary members are
i Mrs. Everett Hastings.
Important." They were joined by
Melzer Studley of Thomaston
the rest of the Department in sing spent last week with his daughter,
ing "Looking Upward Every Day.” Mrs. Ralph Robinson.
Paul Simpson sang to his own ac
Mrs Sidney Wyllie is ln Marl
companiment on the guitar. "Life boro. Mass., called by the serious
is Like a Mountain Railroad" and illness of her mother. Mrs. Jose"The Old Rugged Cross.' F. L. S. phin<> Cadieux
Morse presentee certificates to thc j umner guests today of Mrs Benmembers passing from one depart- jamjn watts were. Miss M. Grace
ment to another.
Walker and Mrs. Clara Lermond.
The program closed with a pajjrs Henry McCraw, who has
triotic service introduced by tlie suiU at the
oI her par.
perintendent and read by Miss ents Mr and Mrs Elmer Jameson
Margaret Crandon and Mrs Nina gr . was s0 much improved that
Leach. Tho two Scout Heralds she was aPie to return Saturday to
presented and led in the pledge of west Newton, Mass,
allegiance to the American Flag and
Special Town Meeting
Olive Leach and Natalie Bell, thc
Christian Flag. While still stand
A special town meeting will be
ing all sang “Let us Rally" and the called Saturday at 2, at the Town
benediction was pronounced. Alice house, to see if the town will vote
to accept the gift of the Ida M.
Tuttle was accompanist.
Libbey Homestead, lot and furnish
SOUTH WALDOBORO ings on Main street and the sum
of $5,000 for an Old Ladies' Home,
Rev. and Mrs. George B. Davis according to provisions made in the
of Aina were visitors Friday at the will of the late, Ida M. Libbey.
According to the will. Mrs. Libbey
home of Mr. Davis' sister, Mrs. Al
left her eight room house for
vin E. Wallace.
Announcements have been re worthy, elderly women of the town,
ceived of the marriage Sept. 14 of solely for their care, and not con
Samuel B. Hcoper of Swampscott, nected with any other charity or
Mass., and Harriet E. Hatch of Ne charitable object.
If ther® should be no organiza
ponset. Mrs. Hooper was a resident
! of this town four years ago; and is tion of the kind in town at the
j a sister to Mrs. Alfred Standish. time—and there is none—the house
lot. furnisings will be given to the
Mrs. Edna Turner attended Potown for the aforesaid purpose, of
| mona Grange Saturday.
which the selectmen will be judge.
Mrs. Clarence Harding of Au It Ls stipulated that only the income
burndale. Mass., spent the past week can be used, and if the selectmen
at her summer home here. Her judge it best to sell the house and
; mother, Mrs. Cora Taylor who lot, they are authorized to do so.
' passed the summer here, accompan- and to pass on the title.
i ied her on return Sunday.
If the house is sold, the money re
ceived will be added to the fund,
the interest of which will aid the
worthy, elderly women in town.
Furnishings will not be included In
the sale. Mrs. Libbey asked that
the home be designated the Fred-

READ THE ADS

Sat'cYncneq

ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23

I MISCELLANEOUS '

H°Pe- Were • Mr- and

D»y

g

Genteman's Night was observed “ald c>r’1 Stanley Cameron for the Amegbury st jiockland, Tel. 958-J
. . caune above set forth.
105-tf
Saturday by East Waldoboro Social
Dated at Rookland. Maine this sevciub at the Stone School house. Ieulh day ol ^^Y^rD\%tiERON R * *
•— ♦ —
STATE OF MAINE
west Warren. About 50 attended.
County of Knox, ss
a baked bean supper was followed
Subscribed and sworn to before me
thin seventh day of September, A D
by music, games, and dancing.
1938.
HARRY E. WILBUR
Miss Bertha Starrett returned
SPIRITUAL reading by mall 25c and
Notary Public stamp; questions answered. GEORGE
Sunday to Malden. Mass, after (Notarial Seal)
116*118
JCNES. Dixmont. Me
STATE OF MAINE
passing the weekend at her summer
LAWN
mowers
sharpened,
called
for
(L S )
nnd delivered Tel 791, CRIE HARDhome in this town.
KNOX. SS
Clerk's
Office.
Superior
Court,
i
WARE
CO
■
Rockland.
'«-«
Present at a picnic at Georges
ln Vacation
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at RockLake. Sunday, held to honor the
Rockland. September 7,1 iand Hair Store. 24 Elm St Mall orders
A a 1938
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
birthday anniversary of Mrs. Alice
Upon the foregoing LIBEL. Ordered.'
9C-tf
Robbins of Union, and her twin That the
...c Libellant give notice to said yachts md
safeiv cared tor
Cyril Stanley Cameron to appear be- !
, brother. Ernest Hastings of South
our Suberlor court to
holden and *erv»ced for the winter and kept

feAVE $50—Only 4 more days to save
$50 on Silent Olow air seal oil burners
Guaranteed to eave 30% of fuel and
heat loss over other burners
Time
limited to Sept 30 Burners $189 and
up. Installed Call the expert oil bur
ner man for free estimates HA ROIL)
COOMBS. Tel 768-R. 64 Masonic £ .
city. /________________________ 116-118
FOR used cars, see Frederick U.
Waltz. 165 BROADWAY; 20 cars to
select from, price range from 415 to
$795; also new Plymouth! and Fords.
,
,116*118
GREEN, hard wood. $6 cord, sawed,
delivered anyhere from Rockland to
Belfast Write or call LEON CALLAHAN. 9 Luce St. Rockland or Llncolnville. Rt. 2.
116*118

guns and rifles for sale,
, USED
, gunsshot
also
bought I >r cash R E NUTT
shoe store. 436 Main st.
116-H8

Sf“ ,he^n^ue°dLveoV°Nov’^'“nd ~mbln^ ,^° on ^ttom £
a d 1938. by publishing an at- P,"'r' tttHa1AnJohnHAnRMON°UnB pound
s ..
.----- oc por ----- o---Haven.
LOBSTER
USED cars and trucks: ’37 Pontiac
tested copy of said Libel, and thts Vlnal
116-118 2-door (2). '37 Packard 4-door. '35
order thereon, three weeks successively 1 POUND NO 2
meal at Park St. Lunch; Chevrolet 4-door sedan. ’35 Ford Coach
ln The Courier-Gazette a newspaper' TRY
printed
In Rockland
our County'of
pricelarge arsaa
bill kza
of am
fare
to 1 32 P°n✓■ki
'Aac Cbkeh.
Pick-up.
s issvexw sss
rx r n r i ta tn
aaa \kvxa
k^a TI $rr
avwo 1reasonable
c Uijs/tmorc, roa
<
vvz
t
z*-36 1 V-8
a
a
134
Knox, the last publication to be thirty 'elect from; all home cooking. 24-hour
days at least prior to said first Tues- service dailv Never out never over, henry k aulen, Tenants ji..roor
day of November next, that he may at PARK ST LUNCH. 13 Park St.
I________________________________ 115 117
there and then ln our said court ap116*118
CANARIES for sale, guaranteed singpear and show cause. If any he have.
------ ers. many to choose f>»m Prices rsawhy the prayer of 6ald Libellant should
K-nTirv
nr
rnurn
sonable.
MRS P. S BEALE. 6 Cross
NOTICE Ot
OF FORECLOSURE
FORECLOSURE
not be granted
NOTICE
st . Camden
115*117
___________
WHEREAS.
John
P Whalen of Owl’s
HERBERT T ________
POWERS
’
’
"
"
_ ____
___
GLENWOOD range, living room stove.
Justice of the Superior Court. ' _Head,
in__________
the County ______________
of Knox and 8tatc
A true copv of\he LlbeT^^nd ^Order^of IMaine, by hls mortgage deed dated i
’£°Te’ bufTet- dining room table
the Court thereon
June 17th. 4929, and recorded in Knox , three dining room chairs, two kitchen
Attest; MILTON M. GRIFFIN, j Registry of Deeds. Book 221. Page 222 t ^airs drcase reuch bed for
Clerk ' <*°nveyed to the undersigned. Eel win V s*1**»9-j or 13 Traverse bj.
110*T*116 Shea of South Thomaston, ln said1
________________________ 115-117
■ ________________________________ I County and State, a certain lot of land.
STANDING hard wood ln the Bog
.situated
Owl’s _Head,
I described
. ..—. lnlnsaid
_ •_ «and— fully
« i for sale PHILIP TOLMAN, 21 Talbot
deed of Frank A Crock- Ave.
Cornet Evolution of Bugle
114*116
Tl,o
i.
Ellen Whalen, dated March 31.,
The
cornet is
an evolution of the ett
1884_toand
reco,ded ln Knox Reglstrv
29 NASH coupe tor sale. E H
bugle, earliest of all instruments. Book 68. Page 42 to which deed and WELLMAN. Mountain St.. Camden.
114*116
Prehistoric man fashioned them ' rec?rd . ’hereof, reference ls hereby -------- ;-------------------------------------------------i made tor » more particular descripBEAUTY parlor equipment for sale
from the horns of animals. The tion.
Write "A.BjC.." P. O. Box 147, Camden
bronze age saw metal horns. The
Also two other lots of land fully de114*116
■ - - ln deed of Oeorge Pcnnle
wind
band- dates
from the Middle 1| scrlbrd
^W^n^ate'd
W. V^r.n'S 1 BEAVER coat for sale, size 16. finest
worn only one season, owner
ages. Wandering minstrels formed , recorded In Knox Registry. Book 39 quality,
winters ln Florida.
Write
PUR
them for state fairs, church fesJ«3. to which deed and record COAT" care Courier-Gazette. 114*116
.. .
.thereof reference ls hereby made for a
uvais.
more particular description
PI 11 ti? hardwood lor sale, dried
■
| Also another lot .of land situated ln under cover. Tel. 9469-12, K. W DEAN.
_ .
«.ild Owl's Head, and fully described South Hope
111*116
Zachary Taylor's Children
ln deed of C C Ingraham to E len
HARD coal for sale, also lumpy PoPresident Zachary Taylor had six yhalen. da-ed Dec 26 1868 to which cahontus
soft coal; dry fitted hard
.___ ...
. .
.. ...
deed and record thereof reference Is
children, two of whom died in in- ; hereby made for a more particular and Junk wood. J. B PAULSEN, Thom
aston.
Tel.
62
110-tI
fancy. His oldest daughter, Ann, description

ember

married Dr. Robert C.Wood; Sarah
married Jefferson Davis: Elizabeth
_________ •
i ww •
««*
married
Major William' Bliss.
His
___ r,. ,
;
J
son Richard became a Confederate
general in the Civil war.
Piedmont Glaciers
Piedmont glaciers are formed
when a valley glacier spreads out
fanlike on level country. The great
Malaspina glacier of Alaska, cov
ering 1,500 square miles at the base
of Mt. St. Elia, is representative of
this type.

; .cA£d «£
! Whalen dated Sept
I

in

Unnv

15

1864

Dncltfei,

and
Yleveste

Registry. Book 13.
1, Page
corded 11.ln toKnox
which deed and record i

thereof reference Is her by made for
La
particular description. Together
“with the buildings thereon
'?SZ5y K.g,n?*,KWhalen
! and w7unled bv t ura Wh'^?Ji at ?he
i ?"me of her deMh
AND WHEREAS the condition of said
mortgage has been broken.
NOW, THEREFORE by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof. I claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage
Dated at Sou.h Thomaston. Maine.
September 23rd. 1938
EDWIN V SHEA
116-T-122

WASHINGTON LEGISLATORS
ARE HAT STYLE CONSCIOUS

much, or whether the political
wager "bet you a hat” calls public
attention to Congressional headgear. most Washington legislators
choose thelr hats as carefully as
they do their suits. Pictured above,
left to right, are: Senator Fred H.
Brown of New Hampshire, Senator
James E. Murray of Montana, and

Representative Davis J. Lewis ot
Maryland, who have just discarded
their summer straws and are pick
ing out new Fall felts.

♦
tt

TO LET

♦
♦

™REE furnished rooms to let. heated Ras *tov* hath nnd garage at 138
TALBOT AVE. Rent reasonable. 115-tf
THREE completely modern centrally
located apartments to let Including
perpetual hot water supply, central
heating plant, newly renovated. One
apt. furnished. Apply SILSBY FLOW1 ER SHOP. Tel. 318-W or 318-R. city.
________________________________ 115-117
FiVE-room first floor tenement to
let; lights, cellar, garage. $12. At 13
MAVERICK ST
115*117
MODERN apartment to let. garage,
adults only. 120 MAIN ST . Thomaston,
j________________________________ 114*116
HOUSE on Fulton St . to let; bath;
| cellar: shed; $20 month, water paid.
Tel. J017-J or 313-M. HERBERT BARTER_____________
101-tf
TENEMENTS to let. large and small.
Apply C. M. BLAKE, wallpaper store,
662 Main St, city.
112-tf
UPSTAIRS apt. with bath to let. fn^
quire 12 KNOX ST, Tel. 156-W
111-tf
UNFURNISHED and furnished apts
to let. 25 NORTH MAIN ST . Tel. 886-M
_______________ ___ _____________ 109-41
THREE-room furnished apartment to
let 57 CRBSENT ST
108-tf
TWO rooms with bath to let. heat.
lights, water; $5 week V F STUDLEY.
283 Main St . Tel. 1154 or 330.
108-tf
MODFRN apartment to let
OVER
NESS SARKESIAN. 157 Talbot Ave
Tel 568-W_________ ________ 107*109-tf
STORE, fully equipped with fixtures
also three room apartment In reartoilet. lights, water, shed and small
cellar, both completely furnished. Two
eight foot plate glass windows. Fine
place for large or small business, at $6
week
V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St .
Tel. 1154 or 330.
101-tf
LARGE pleasant room to let with
lavatory, bHth on same floor. Centrally
located
located. Write
Write "R tt
Hn
B ••" csre The Cou;
rler-Oazette
105-tf
FiVE-room apartment to let. ALICE
FULLER. 25 Linden St . Tel. 106-J. 105-tf
Ict APPly ai MRS. FLORA
COLLLNS, 15 Grove St.
105-tf
FOUR room apartment to let all
. App|y at CAMDEN and
ROCKLAND WATER CO, Tel. 634
105-tf

SELL«/Zt4

VIAMTADS

Every-OtKer-Day
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School and College

OUR RUTH WAS IN IT

FALL SPECIAL
REG. $5.00 PERMANENT WAVES

$3.00

Good-byes are being said in many
REG. $7.00 PERMANENT WAVES
Knox County households these days
Specially designed for thc new "push up"
as boys and girls hie away for the
Coiffure
various educational institutions.
Mrs. Richmond B. Elliott of
The Courier-Gazette presents as
complete a list as could be obtained
Montclair, N. J. to visiting her
All permam lit waving and styling done hy
at this time, and hopes that addi
Al personally
daughter, Mrs. Margaret Grouh
tions will be made.
By Ruth Ward
Elliott and Miss Lucille Stewart, at
University of Maine—Clarence
Loon Lodge, South Hope. Mrs.
Peterson, Frederick Perry. Donald
What was a strong wind at 2.30 body. An aged woman living alone 1
Marriner. Ruth Gregory. Betty Mc in the afternoon, Sept. 21, was by was near death for several days j
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Elliott was chapter chairman of
Alary, Eleanor Look, Barbara Orff,
the Monclair Red Cross unit for'
Meredith Dondis. Donald Saunders. 3 o'clock a hurricane, the worst from shock when a tree fell, break
nine years, and will attend the
John Blethen. Jr.. Gordon Thomp storm New England had experi ing her home partly down, A wom
son. Richard Thomas. Edward Ladd. enced in 115 years. We were on an driver got out ai her car and
regional conference of the Knox
SUNDAY MUSICALES
Colby College—Hester Hatch,
County chapters Wednesday in j
walked
into
the
house,
and
as
she
the
Highland
golf
course
in
Attle

Ruth Thomas, Gordon Richardson,
SUMMER VISITORS
I Rockland.
Ruth Seabury Stars in Program At
Donna deRochemont, Charles Em boro, Mass., when the storm start opened tihe door she saw her car
—
ery,
Jr.,
James
East.
Home of Mrs. Ruth Sanborn
crushed
beneath
a
tree
—
gone
with
Baptist
Missionary
Workers
led,
with
a
wind
so
strong
that
we
At the height of the summer
Bates College — Doris Bor
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Toner were
the wind. An old iman talked to us,
didn't
need
a
chair
to
sit
down
.the
season there are many visitors In
Are To Hold a Series of
gerson. Dorothy Frost. Marion Lud
guests over the weekend of Mrs !
The following program comprised
wick, James Pellicane, Edwin Ed wind held us up. Deciding it best and told us how he, 89 years old, had
Rockland and vicinity, and The
i Kenneth Spear.
Conferences
wards, Sam Glover.
the numbers given at the first of
to return to the “pro” shop, we never seen such a eight. He lived
Courier-Gazette is very glad to
Dartmouth College—J. William found it difficult to keep a stand alone and tears were in his eyes as
chronicle them. To this end will
The Baptist Women's Missionary a series of Sunday afternoon musiAnderson. South Thomaston.
you kindly send the names of ! Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Munroe,
Johns Hopkins University—Rob ing position, and by the time we had he told us all of his fruit trees were Society of Maine has arranged a cales at the home of Mrs. Ruth
(formerly Henrietta Fales) who
your guests to this office, or noti
walked across the first hole fair gone, and they were his only means
I ert Allen.
E. Sanborn.
Especial mention
have been occupying Mrs. Grace
series of conferences for the next
fy Mrs. Warren C. Noyes, 38
Gorham Normal School—Laroy way, limbs of trees were blowing o( livelihood. It dimmed the bright
should be made of the brilliant per
Young
’
s
cottage
at
Dynamite
Beach
We
don
’
t
say
to
rush
in
and
buy
two weeks, the first four to be at formance of Miss Ruth Seabury,
Orange street, telephone 873-R.
Brown, Mary Dodge, Mazie Joy.
across the course. Soon arrivals at after-storm sunshine for us.
for ten days, have returned to New i one ... we say try them on . . .
Farmington
Normal School— the shop told of huge trees blowing
We will greatly appreciate lt.
Presque
Isle, Sept. 27; Houlton, who is making .splendid progress in
In
the
beautiful
park
bordering
! York.
Nancy Snow, Barbara Derry, Flor
ours and the others . . . look at
down on houses, and across streets on Dennis street was an immense Sept. 28; Eastport, Sept. 29; Bar this field. Light refreshments con
ence
Johnson.
yourself from all angles and then
John May and Mrs. Mildred May,
Tufts Dental College—Bernard so that traffic at certain points pine grove that had many admirers, Harbor, Sept. 30.
cluded an enjoyable afternoon for
Rodney Murphy is home from!
find an excuse if you can’t find
Thompson.
was blocked, and then we, realized especially in those who were former
in the city for the weekend, left New York. Will take a diving suit
The principal speakers at these all.
what you're looking for.
Columbia University —Gardner we were not having just a wind
yesterday for Cleveland.
duet- Boy Scouts on Parade.
Martin
residents of Maine. It was a tragic
next trip.
Brown, Lawrence Crane.
David and Mary Farrand
conferences will be Mrs. Eva E. Tay
We don't ask any fashion favors
_____
■ sight to see after the tempest, those
Columbia University College of storm.
M.f
WMUty
David Farrand
Mrs. May V. Richardson spent
Physicians and Surgeons—Freeman
Mrs. Florence Knowlton. Mrs. I for these hats that we don’t sug
Our host. Charles T Frost came tall, staunch friends piled like jack lor of Bcston, deputation secretary koIo—Castanets,
Re be
F.
Brown.
Jr.
Sunday as guest of her cousin, Mrs. Bernard Jameson and Mrs. Gard gest you grant others.
of the American Mission to Leper..
Mary Farrand
Gates Business College, Augusta after us in the car. and we rode straws. every one ruined. Many
two piano Meadow Lark.
Martin
Eva Benson in her native Bernard, ner French won bridge honors, at
home in a torrential downpour. other handsome trees were blown who has spent several months in
David aJid Mary Farrand
—Margaret Davenport,
Your head is still your best friend
Somersaults,
Mathews
happily renewing memories and the meeting of W.I.N. Club, held
Westbrook Junior College—Made Shortly after our departure down down, or the limbs broken off. It the Orient, and Miss Jennie Lind solo—
in buying a hat ... so come on
The Whale,
Lynes
line Philbrick, Alice Baum.
sights of long past girlhood days. at the home of Mrs. Ralph Glen
Phyllis
Gasper
the
club
road,
three
trees
fell,
that
will 'be many years before they can Reilly, a missionary whose head
in and bring it with you.
solo—Serenade.
Heller
Bowdoin
College
—
Richard
Elling

denning. Late luncheon followed
would have been directly in our be replaced.
Petite Coquette.
Heller
wood.
quarters are in Hingham. Mass.
New fall shades are—
Elaine Poust
Dr. and Mrs. H. J. Weisman are play.
On Peck street there were 65 trees
Nasson Junior College—Barbara path. "Hie golf professional, Mr.
violin Minuet (1716).
Olardlnl
Five conferences will be held the
visiting in Boston. They will re
Tyrol Spruce
Peacock Bottle
Pounce-Ludlow
Estrallta.
Gilholm, while riding to hls home uprooted, while on Dean street
Griffin.
Mrs. Carrie Ames of Vinal Haven
Ballard Business School—Virginia with one of the caddies, almost there were even more. Every street next week, Warren. Oct. 3; Gardi solo Mazurka, Mbs Luce I/»schetlzke
turn Thursday.
Nubane Frost
Borneo Willow
Haskell, Vallie McLaughlin, Stella turned over going up over a banking
ls spending a few days with Mrs.
Prelude.
Rachmaninoff
was lined with fallen trees, on ner. Oct. 4; Oakland, Oct. 5; East
Waltz.
Young.
Mana Gucca
Miss Christine Norwood of Lewis J. C. Cunningham. They plan to
Ruth
Seabury
to
elude
a
falling
tree
and
a
live
Northeastern
University
—
Ralph
houses
or
across
the
street,
that
Corinth.
Oct.
6;
Monson,
Oct.
7.
Nunn
Bush
Shoes
two pianos -Wedding of Painted
ton was a guest over the weekend attend Union Fair Wednesday.
Rawley.
wire waving around.
took concrete sidewalks, telephone Miss Charlotte Huntoon cf SyraDoll,
Bi.'.vn
Bryant and Stratton Business
of Mrs. Damie Gardner.
The Jester,
Carl Beecher
Fortunately there were no trees and light poles and wires right with
Jeannine Leach entertained sev
Fantasle
Impromptu
Chopin
College—Prances Hatch.
' cuse, N. Y., field secretary of the
around the house in which we were them. Wednesday night many of
Miss Luce, Mrs Sanborn
Kent's Hill—Harvey Crowley.
; board of education of the home
The Francis H. Bickfords of Bel eral playmates recently at the home
Au MUM
Cliiitinlnade
Massachusetts
Institute
of
Tech

visiting,
but
we
watched
the
wind
the streets were impassable, but | mission board, and Miss Reilly will
Mrs. Sanborn
of
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lau

fast road and New York have closed
nology—Edward Hellier.
raise havoc with the trees in the Thursday morning workers cleared
be the principal speakers at these
their cottage for the season. Mrs. rence Leach, to celebrate her fifth
Lowell (Mass.) Textile School—
park
and on lawns of residences some cf the streets enough for conferences.
birthday.
The
guests
were
Daie
Charles Merritt. Cobb Peterson.
and Mrs Bickford plan to spend a
Willow Pattern China
Wheaton (Ill.) College—Charles near us. In the downtown section, single line passage of cars.
A tentative program for each of
week of the glorious October Messer and Lynn Tibbetts, cousins
The tea house said to be the mod
Ellis, Richard Snow.
large plate glass windows in mar
LeBARON COOK S POEMS
The tall chimney at the Make- the conferences is as follows:
el of the willow pattern china was
weather at this lovely spot they of the hostess, Sally and Joan Pat
Oak Grove Seminary—Priscilla
kets,
department
stores
and
offices
piece
factory fell through down to A. M.
terson,
Lois
Douglas,
Barbara
ln Shanghai.
have made into thelr summer home
Lovejoy.
Poems by LeBaron Cook, pub
Massachusetts School of Optome were breaking, shingles, limbs and the .boiler room, but fortunately no 10.03-Devotlonal service,
Haynes, Alice Crie. Ann Marie
When Frederick the Great Ruled
paper were 'blowing. As trees fell, one was killed. Someone's car was
Mr and Mrs. Harry A. Buffam Whalen and Avard Fabian. Three lished by Bruce Humphries, Inc. try—David Hodgkins Jr.
St. Joseph's College, Hartford, they took telephone and light wires | badly damaged. At another fac i 10.20—Welcome and introduction of
Frederick II, who was called "tha
who went tc Germany some weeks lovely birthday cakes, gifts from the One is made to feel on reading Conn. —Barbara O'Neill.
guests.
Great," ruled Germany from 1740
with them, leaving the place in ut tory, the third story was blown off, I 10.25—Report of secretary and
ago for a visit with their son U. S. two grandmothers and Mrs. Daniel these abbreviated lyrics, so full of
to 1786.
ter darkness, and without contact leaving the machinery out in the
Councul David H. Buffum. are on Paulitz, graced the luncheon table ideas in pin point brevities, that
treasurer. Appointment of
they
are
not
really
poems,
but
with the outside world, we couldn't open. Thursday and Friday, the 1
the high seas, homeward bound. the pink and white color scheme
enrollment committee.
Thc Eyes of a Fly
even listen to the radio until Fri factories were forced to close be 10.30— Reports — President. White
Their stay in Leipsig was abrupty being carried out in a large bou another reading convinces him dif
A fly has several thousand com
ended by the appearance of war quet center-piece, lolly-pop favors ferently. Lebaron Cook has been
day night about 7 o'clock. Tele cause of no power and no mail.
Cross, Prayer Leader, Civics. pound eyes and three simple eyes.
clouds which rendered unsafe the and place cards. Jeannine received writing these fascinating epigram
phones
will
not
be
back
in
order
for
On
Commonwealth
avenue,
part
The 13th annual Freshmen Week
Reading Contest. Literature,
England's Largest River
presence of foreigners on German many nice gifts, the afternoon be matic verses for some years. One at Bates College opened last night some time. The fury of the wind of a barn blew across the street and
World Wide Guild. Children's
England’s largest river, the
ran on them frequently in maga
soil.
ing a jolly play time with toys and
when more than 200 men and wo- lasted until about 10 o'clock that tore away the wall of a house, enWorld Crusade.
Thames, is only 210 miles long.
zines and the best of daily publica
games.
men of the class of '42 gathered in night, and though it was still blow abling passers-by to look into the 11.15—Old business, new business.
tions.
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Brewster
Chase Hall for thelr first assembly. ing hard, in comparison it seemed living room, till a temporary wall 11.30— Message, Miss Huntoon or
Rock of Gibraltar Pale Gray
They are sometimes startling with
have been spending a few days in
Miss Ruth Ward has returned
The class, the 76th to enter the calm.
waslmade. On an estate on the cor
Mrs. Taylor.
The Rock of Gibraltar is of a pale
Boston.
from Attleboro. Mass., where she their honesty of revelation and institution, was welcomed by Presi
Early Thursday morning drug ner of Mechanic street and North 12 00—Closing Prayer. Lunch time gray limestone formation.
was guest for a week of Mr. and beauty. For example, his “Autum dent Gray.
stores and studios were sold out of Main street, ten trees were blown
and question period.
Mrs. Milli Thomas, Mrs. Mabel Mrs. Charles T. Frost. Natarlo Maz nal Music:”
Prof. Robert G. Berkelman, of the films, and the whole town was get down on the back lawn. The ven I P. M.
Thorndike, Mrs Mida Packard and zeo who was on vacation from the Perhaps you do not know
English Department, gave an ad ting snapshots of the destruction. tilators atop the high school build i 1.15—Devotional service.
That In the TaJllng of the leaves
daughter, Miss Marion Packard, A. & P. store, was also a Visitor There’s music sweeter than the song
dress "Columbus, Magellan, and And there was plenty. At one resi- ing were blown over, and church | 1.35- Unfinished business.
Roll
of
garners
motored to South Bristol Sunday, during the week at the Frost home. Bringing in thelr sheaves:
You.” William M. Fisher '38, of I dence. the chimney fell through steeples were watched closely as
call of churches. Invitation
and were guests of Mrs. Clarence
And ln the winds' sigh
Mexico, and Stanton E. Smith '41 the roof, the bricks brushing past they swayed back and forth, but
for next meeting.
CAMDEN
A note more plaintive than the cry
Hall.
Mrs. Grace DeOrsay, daughter Of gulls cleaving a silent sky.
of Lewiston rendered vocal and a woman sitting in the sun parlor. they didn’t give way.
1.55—Outline of work for 1938Gertrude and Master John Nelson,
And another with the very tang trumpet selections.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
1939, Mrs. Kathdrine H Mar
Oh, there are so many things to
She received a bad cut on the head,
A H. Newbert Association will have returned to Waterville, after
of the coast village—“Seaport"
Today is registration day. Sec and bruises all over her legs and see and tell about. It is unbelievstaller of Rockland, first vice
picnic Friday night at Holiday a visit with Mrs. De Orsay’s sister.
SEPT. 28-29
This old town
tioning tests in French and Chem
president for Eastern Maine.
Beach, with Mr. and Mrs. Benja Mrs. Ava Lawry.
H« the ailr
Of a dowager
istry will be given in the afternoon.
Women's Misisonary Society
min Philbrook as hosts.
Satisfied with herself
The
faculty
will
be
"at
home"
to
2.35
—
Message, Miss Jennie L
And
her
group
Mrs. Cora Delano of Thomaston,
Of Island daughters.
Reilly.
the class in Chase Hall in the eve
Mrs. Alice Kalloch and Mrs. Per has moved to this city, and will
Hls verses are largely poetic prose ning.
3.35—Report of nomination com
ley Damon, attended a shower in reside at 10 Brick street.
and there is little of old time rhyth
President Gray will address the
mittee. installation of new
Waldoboro Thursday night given
officers.
for Miss Betty Stahl at the home
Mrs. Horatio Cowan and Mrs. mic poetry in the verses; yet they men, and Dean 'Hazel M. Clark the
3.45—'Prayer and benediction
of Mrs. Hilda Somes.
Russell Bartlett are in Augusta to hold true, succinct poetic thought. women at assemblies after Chapel,
day, to attend a State board meet His work is of the modern school, Wednesday morning. Psychologi
Nathan F. Cobb is recovering ing of the League of Women Voter:. influenced also by Shelley and the cal examinations and a vocational
able that the wind could do so {much
highly emotional form. These bits survey will take up the remainder
satisfactorily from a surgical op
damage, one must see it to realize
eration. performed Friday at Knox
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey C. Allen and of brilliance grow ln one's esteem of the morning. The class will be
it. As long as it had to be, we're
Hospital.
Mrs. Ava Lawry motored to port- j by association.
introduced to Bates songs and
glad we were there to see it, but
land Saturday with Robert and!
K. S. F.
cheers In the afternoon, after which
hope there won't be another one.
Miss Alice McIntosh will be hos Hervey Allen Jr., who were leaving
Rockland
an English aptitude test will be
ever.
tess to Opportunity class Thursday- for Baltimore. Robert will re-enter'
given.
night at Holiday Beach. Members Johns Hopkins University and Her
Mrs. Phyllis (Moran) True writes
The Student Government Asso
WELCHES IN BANGOR
are to take dishes and sandwiches vey is to take a course in insurance. from Malden, Mass., that her lo ciation will give a reception to the
unless solicited. For transporta
cality was lucky comparde with women Wednesday afternoon, and
Rev. and Mrs. Howard A. Welch,
tion call Mrs. Anna Brazier.
Miss Marion Ludwick has entered Rhodes Island, but that the streets the Christian Association party will
who have been the guests cf Mr.
Bates College. She was accompan- ! were filled with fallen trees, many be held in the ;Alumni gymnasium
and Mrs. Harry Chase, Brewster
The annual fall conclave of Ro ied to Lewiston Sunday by her par-! wires down, and no electricity.
in the evening.
street went to Bangor Saturday
tary Clubs was held Friday to Sun ents. Sheriff and Mrs. C. Earle “Quite devastating all in all.”
First chapel for the entire college
Mr.
Welch was called to that city to
day, at Squaw Mountain Inn, Ludwick.
will be Thursday morning. Judge 1
serve os acting pascr for a month
Moosehead Lake. Those attending
Word from Mr. and Mrs. James A. Lauren M. Sanborn and President
of the Columbia Street Baptist
from this city were Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel, who Lewis, who reside in Marion, Mass., Gray will speak. In the afternoon
Church, while the church is await
Elmer Crockett, Mr. and Mrs. Ho started for the Eastern States Ex where Mr. Lewis is a member of
the classes of 39. '40 and '41 will
ing the coming of its newly elected
mer Robinson, Dr. and Mrs. A. W. position in Springfield last week.: the Tabor Academy faculty, tells register. Assemblies for the fresh
pastor, Rev. H. John Murchie. Their
Foss, Mr. and Mrs. A. C. McLoon, are thanking their lucky stars for J that they were in the center of a man men and women will be held
address is 413 Hammond street,
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Bird, Mr. and the illness of Mrs. Teel, which de- { badly flooded locality, but that no by the Men’s Student Council and
Bangor
Maine.
Mrs. George St. Clair and Dr. and tained them in Portland, and kept body was Injured.
the Women's Student Government.
Mrs. C. F. French. The clubs in them from 'being in the path of the
SHOWS AT
A football rally ln preparation for
Quebec were well represented.
hurricane which swept through
WINDS OF AUTUMN
the University of New Hampshire
2.00
7.00
8.30
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
Llke any hotel a ship has a complicated telephone system. But It's not
Reprint
Massachusetts.
game here Saturday is planned for
to
work
all
the
time.
Under
the
eyes
of
two
government
inspectors,
an
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan
AWARD NITE $225
|For The Courler-Oazette)
Thursday evening on Mt. David.
officer tests the Intercommunication telephone system aboard the Grace
motored to Exeter, N. H„ Sunday to
Mrs. H. N. McDougall who has There's a swish In the aJr
First
classes
will
begin
Friday
Opt-rfa.'
Line’s “Santa Rosa.”
the rush of the tide
visit their son Maurice. They were been summering at her Casco Like
Sweeping gallantly out of the bay
morning for the entire college.
accompanied by their granddaugh “farm” is spending a few days with As it glides Into fathomless sea.
Wednesday-Thursday
And shortly lost in its quivering ride.
ter Joan, returning home from a her daughter, Mrs. John H. McLoon.
three week’s visit.
•Tis the fall winds that swirl
In thelr madness of glee.
Ellis Sprague, was pleasantly sur Breaking free from the summer's soft
breezes
Does American sentiment now fa prised Thursday night, when a few
A 20th CentoryrFox Picture .
That cloy, as we> feel the first Impetus
vor playing a part in helping to friends arrived at his home on
of sparkling Joy—
comes like the whirling deltgh
THURSDAY
solve European problems or letting Orange street, to help celebrate his That of
a boy In hls play.
European politicians “skin their birthday. The evening was devoted
Mantles are gathered close to chilled
own skunks?” What’s your own re to “83” refreshments of sandwiches
ears
for shame chests are thrown out.
action? The above is for Educa and cake being served. Those pres Then
Wherefore ls declared with shy naivete.
tional Club discussion at 3 p. m. ent, were Mr. and Mrs. Eben Elwell Brisk winds are the tonic much longed
for each day.
Friday, at the Franz Simmons resi and Mr. and Mrs. Amos Makinen
The
air
ls bewildered with leaves from
dence. 98 Pleasant street. “My Year and son Douglas of South Thomas
the trees
LIONEL BARRYMORE
on a Scholarship” is the subject of ton, Mrs. Alma Hoyt, of Lynn. Mass . Blown hugger-mugger through billow
Frank Morgan • Waller
ing breeze—
Pidgeon • Una Merkel
______
a talk by Mrs. Everett Pitts of New Mr. and Mrs. William Thomas. Mrs. We sway In our walk like flowers on
tail stems
TODAY
Orleans and iRockport. Mrs. Nettie Hazel Bartlett and children, Mrs. j As winds
challenge our strength
KAY FRANCIS in
Stewart has a quiz on U. S. his Cora Delano of Thomaston, Mrs.I While we Jaunt through the fens.
This is one of Ihe MOVIE QUIZ
“SFCRFTS OF AN ACTRESS ’
$250,00000-CONTEST PICTURES
tory. Drive reports are over-due Gilbert Simmons, Miss Harriet q. glorious months with zest for all
strife
and study subject for 1939. Mrs. Grover and Roy Mank.
In bewitching panoram of autumn's
NOW PLAYING
gay rife—
Emma Hill will give a magazine re"SPAWN OF TIIE NORTH"
Spreading India shawls over hills and
» view. “The Wet Cause” is the subExciting as the New fall fash
with
o'er dales.
, ject to be presented by Raymond ions . . . Rytex Tweed-Weave prin While crisp clouds are Intriguing the
DOROTHY LAMOUR
winds Into gales
,
GEORGE RAFT
, Anderson, as the 5 o'clock speak- ted stationery in Double The Usual As night's cloak of ebony obliterates
all.
. er, while the club hopes to hear Quantity for September . . . only $1 We welcome
the health giving season
of fall.
from the E. M. Lawrences on Postage, 15 cents extra. 200 Single,
K. S. F.
I
or 100 Double Sheets or 100 Mon
foreign relations.
Rockland
arch Sheets and 1100 Envelopes.
Cruises arranged, steamship tick- Printed with Name 'and Address
Shows—.Mat. 2. Evg., 6.30, 8.3:i
NEW YORK—It looks like a dock, with the prows building ever devoted exclusively to marine
Continuous Sat. 2.00 to 10.30
xets to all parts of the world. M. F. on Sheets and Envelopes. On sale
af two great liners dominating the scene, but it’s ests at an exposition. A yacht basin on the right
‘V Lovejoy, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel. at the Courier-Gazette for Sept
really the Marine Building as it will look when the will contain floating exhibits ot power and sail
New' York World's Fair 1939 opens. It is the first boats. ——----------------------------- * 1060-J, Rocklad
16-S-tf
ember Only.—adv.
116*lt
4
., —
e

Member Of Tbe Courier-Gazette Staff In the
Hurricane At Attleboro

$5.00

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON

Series Of Meetings

Here’s the only hat

ad in the paper that

asks you to use

your head.

GREGORYS

Bates College

COMIQUE

Not Seagoing at All—It’s a New York Fair Building

Tine out

OR MIIRDEH

UBLEHMIM

jflRUreBB

I

<

'
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READ THE ADS
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They Like Their Tea
Englishmen Drink 97 Bil
lion Cups a Year—Best
Tea, Worst Coffee

Every-Other-Day
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HOME OF THE STORM KING

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
MOTHER CAREY’S CHICKENS”

A twopence (four cents) increase
in the tax on tea. among other
levies lately upped by the British
Government, not only recalls the
famous legislation that led to the
Boston Tea Party and eventually
to ths American Revolution. In
England itself, it is traditionally
political dynamite to tamper with
the working classes' favorite be\erage. according to reports from
the country that prides itself on
making the worst coffee and the
best tea in the world.
Every year Englishmen all over
the world drink some 97,500,c00.000
cups of tea.
‘‘London,” says a bulletin from
the Washington. D. C.. headquar
ters of the National Geographic
Society, “is World Market No. 1
fcr the tea trade, importing more
than 453.020.0CO pounds annually.

A Steady Distributing Job for
Men and Machines
“From the vast tea plantations
of the Orient this product is shipped
to London port ln half chests and
chests weighing up to 90 and 150
pounds. Here special cranes un
load it; electric trucks haul it
into transit sheds where it is sorted,
marked, and rushed to the port's
commercial warehouse. Inside the
cool, fragrant depths of the ware
house, with its 11 acres of floor
space, an army of men go to work
on it. Each package is weighed,
separated, bored and sampled,
ready for inspection by the se'.ilnr
broker. Any foil'll wet or adul
terated is iejected.
“Tea tasters then apply their ex
acting and delicate art expelling
each mo.uthful Into the tea cuspic'or with th; expert precision o’ a
rural tobacco addict of the old
school. Later there is the dramatic
scene of the auction room where
prospective buyers, seated in tiers
in a ccurt-like chamber, shout
their orders. There is the whir and
buzz of automatic machinery as
the tea is blended and packed in
modern factorlss. And. finally, the
ride in a delivery wagon—to end.
perhaps, in the Anglo-Saxon ver
sion of the Eastern 'tea ceremonv;
and a hostess's murmured. 'Lemon
or cream?'

Airplane of Tomorrow at New York World’s Fair 1939

them to cattle, along with hay and
grain. I wonder if the farmers do
spun around in the road to the ac that much nowadays. •
companiment of flying glass, and'
Pine Tree Gardens
our number plate was found about'
50 feet away. The changing of the
1 bad been impressed throughout
overhead traffic light, Just after ’be trip by the manner in which
( both cars had started away, was motorists take advantage of the
the cause of the accident, which did trafflc lights. Their knowledge of
not prove especially serious to "ben the signal is to turn green Is
either car. The stranger's arm almost uncanny.
was a bit bruised, but he was goody shall weary you readers with
natured. and directed us to a near- hut one more incident and that
by garage for temporary repairs ln was the stop w»e made at the Pine
order that we might continue the Tree Gardens in the tcwn of Wells,
journey. In the absence of the We had stopped merely for a drink
proprietor his wife donned work °{ s°da and became so Intrigued
clothes and was soon down under by the genial manner of the pro- j
the damaged car making repairs, prletors Mr and Mrs. Joseph
We were told that she was an expert ; Houston, that we soon found our- j
and had worked on cars nine years, selves purchasing quite liberally of
Into the story enters the element the excellent fruit and vegetables
of friendship born of membership obtainable there.
Mr. Houston
ln a fraternal order When the raised quantities of fine melons and
new YORK—Here is the airplane of the future
owner of the garage came upon the was accommodating enough to go as visioned by Raymond Loewy, industrial design.
..
. ... ,
„ nil,
er, >n a model under construction for the focal ex
scene he discovered that Ed was a out into the fields and pick straw- hjb,t on transportation at the New York Worlds
Mason., the order to which he be- berries which were eventually con- Fair 1939. Carrying eight large motors in its wings
longed, and when they began to verted into shortcake for Mr. Gonia. |_________________________________________________
(Continued from Page One)

and completely streamlined for speed, the future
plane will attain the proportions of a sea-going
vessel, according to Mr. Loewy. The huge focal
exhibit, with an operating rocketport of the future,
will be a free feature of the Fair.
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